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Some Problems in Bibliography* 
BY KATHARINE MAYNARD 
Va i l  Librarian, Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
burst 
terly 
the library profession seem to  be meeting with a considerable out- 
of criticism of late. Dr. Williamson opens the new Library Quar- 
by scolding us roundly for our lack of scientific spirit; he tells us we 
don't know the meaning of research; and he compares us very unfavorably with the 
teaching profession in this and other respects. The A. L. A. Committee on Activities, 
which asked for frank comment on the work of the association, must, I think, have 
been rendered rather breathless by the variety and vehemence of the replies to its 
far-flung questi~nnaire.~ And a writer in the Library Journal, speaking derisively 
of the quality of our publications, adds a final scornful query as to whether we shall 
be content to be merely "handmaidens of the learned ~ o r l d . " ~  
While all this may be a little startling, I think it is perhaps a very healthy sign. 
Scoldings are not usually administered unless there is some hope of reform and it is 
a t  least a left-handed compliment to receive the implication that as a profession we 
might be more learned, or more scientific, or more useful than we are. Possibly, too, 
i t  is salutary to be roused from whatever tendency we may have to self-satisfaction, 
and to stop and consider how far all this criticism may be justified. As librarians we 
might perhaps apply to ourselves the admonition that a savant recently gave to his 
learned colleagues : 
"Many scientists," he writes, "have a conceited view of their knowledge (not necessarily 
their personal knowledge but the general knowledge of their time); this is perhaps natural 
enough, inasmuch as it is relatively easy t o  measure one's knowledge and to wonder at it, while 
it is impossible to fathom one's ignorance." ' 
A statement in a recent engineering periodical discussing lhe need for the research 
spirit in modern industry points out that  there are three stages in its development; 
viz.: 
1. The taking of certain established laws and principles for granted. 
2. An individual understanding of the reasons behind ttiese accepted laws and principles. 
3. A questipning of the accepted formulae to see i i  they are correct, adequate or capable of 
extension; this third step alone being true research. 
* Del~vered at a lomL mcetlng of the Boston group of catnlogcrs and clnssificra and the Boston Slxclal 1.1branes A ~ p g .  
clatlon, April 27. 1931. 
1 The place of rewarch In llbrary service. 1. 1-17, Jan. 1931. 
'See the Committee's report In -4. L. A. Bullet~n 21: 607-80, Dec. 1930. 
a Shen,  J. H. Handmaidens of the learned world L~brory Journol 56 21-22, Jan. 1 .  1931. 
4 Snrton, Georgc. Introduction to the h~story of sclcnce. Val. 1, p. 6 1927. , 
6 P. Dunsheath. Research In lnduatry Elerlrrdan 106: 543-65 Aprll 10, 1931. 
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Declaring that research takes nothing for granted, is not satisfied with merely under- 
standing, and questions the status ptlo with the definite expectation of upsetting it, 
he goes on to define the position of industrial research as "that part of the activities 
of an organization from which surprises are expected." 
Bibliography seems an appropriate subject for discussion by this group because it 
is a field in which the spirit of research in library service finds a natural outlet, 
it is a field in which many problems still await solution, and it is of direct concern 
to the work of special librarians and catalogers. While it is true that bibliography 
may be considered as merely an adjunct to research, I think it is a very honorable 
,form of library service to contribute, if only vicariously, to the extension of knowl- 
edge, and I do not in the least disdain to be called a "handmaiden of the learned 
world." "Problems in Bibliography" being so numerous, however, it will be under- 
stood, so far as this paper is concerned, that I am going .to discuss but one phase of 
that many sided topic, and mean to confine myself practically to "Problems in 
Subject Headings." 
My approach to this subject has been from the reference side, and I hasten to say 
that I am not and never have been a cataloger; but i t  happens that for the past two 
years a large part of my time has becn devoted to two projects in which this particu- 
lar problem could not be evaded. I have been editing for the Special Libraries Associ- 
ation a cooperative "Bibliography of Bibliographies in Electrical Engineering,06 
and I have been supervising the revision of the headings in electrical engineering 
and allied subjects in the catalog a t  M. I. T. 
In the case of the bibliography, since we hope i t  will be useful to engineers and 
specialists as well as to librarians, it was necessary to scrutinize with great care every 
headlng chosen to bring it into conformity with the best current usage, and to ap- 
portion the 2,500 odd entries to the proper headings with as high a degree of cori- 
sistency as 3ossible. With the simultaneous revision of the subject headings in our 
card catalog in progress, I felt that time spent on the one project was a distinct 
contribution to the working-out of the other, and a move towards that standardiza- 
tion in the use of terms which is generally felt to be desirable. For a subject bibliog- 
raphy can be no better than the list of subjcct headings on which it is based, and may 
prove a revealmg test of the accuracy and precision of the terms employed. 
In striving to reach these two aims - correct usage and consistency - with the 
minimum of human fallibility, we have worked out a procedure based upon two 
principles which I believe to be fundamental: 
1. The need for precise definition of all doubtful terms (and most engineering tcrms are 
to be classed as doubtful in these rapidly changing times). 
2. A carefully constructed scheme of cross-references, built up to show logically the relation- 
ships of one subject to another. 
Recognition of the need for thus defining terms was voiced by Mr. William Warner 
Bishop,' then a t  Princeton, a t  an A. L. A. conference iwenty-five years ago, and re- 
iterated in his recent book where he says: 
"The one essential for securing continuity and correctness in subjcct work is definition of the 
subject heading, combined with sharp directions as to its use in the library's practice. It is not 
*S L. A. Information bullelm No. 11. 
TLibrary Journal 31: C 123. 1906, and "Practical handbook of modern library cataloginp." 1027, p. 120. 
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enough to determine on a heading. I t  must in all dou1)tful cases be defined ~r~ost carefully, and 
the definition preserved." 
And i t  is interesting to note that in the discussion of this paper Mr. Biscoe expressed 
a wish that the Library of Congress would print on cards, for general distribution, 
the definitions arrived a t  in the making of their headings. Although we are greatly 
indebted to the L. C. list of subject headings, and find its scattered notes helpful 
in this direction, it cannot be said that the need has been fully met as yet by any 
compilation available in print. 
To  secure satisfactory definitions in the field of science and technology, it is of 
course necessary for the average librarian to  have recourse to an authority. And in 
the majority of cases a vocal authority is to be preferred, since many of the subjects 
of active interest are not yet defined in the dictionaries. We are fortunate a t  Tech- 
nology in having the cooperation of the Electrical Engineering Department in secur- 
ing this advice as needed, and an instructor is now officially assigned to confer with 
me one afternoon a week on the choice of nomenclature, and the material to be 
grouped under the heading chosen. I am fortunate, too, in having a sympathetic 
head-cataloger who is willing to introduce these changes into the standard cataloging 
procedure, and is indeed so convinced of their value that it is hoped soon to extend 
the plan to other subjects. 
The method, briefly, is to  discuss the different terms that might be-or have 
been -employed to express a given idea; choose one; make a tentative definition 
which is designed both to show clearly what the term includes and also what is 
definitely excluded; and then to shuffle the existing cards in the catalog to see whether 
the material fits neatly into its assigned place. Sometimes i t  does; sometimes it 
does not; and the debate has to be renewed. While we all agree with Cutter's "Rules" 
of long ago that "usage is the supreme arbiter," this is by no means always easy to 
determine, since authors vary widely in their usage even in words and phrases com- 
monly accepted as settled terms. 
I suppose there are few subjects in which the choice of subject headings is more 
difficult than in electrical engineering. A recent book called "Dielectric Polariza- 
tion" may serve to illustrate the problem. Now if you should ask me for the exact 
meaning of that polysyllabic term, I should have to answer with Dickens: "I don't 
know why Silas, and I don't know why Wegg." But the point is, that once our head- 
ings are properly defined we don't have to remember the full implications of every 
title under them. In this case, for example, our technical adviser found it desirable 
to work out a new scheme for all the material on Polarization in the library, since the 
physicists are interested in highly specialized aspects of the subject. The group is 
therefore split up by definitions and cross-references as follows: 
POLARIZATION - See Polarization (electricity) ; Polarization (electrodes); Polarization 
(light) ; X-rays - Polarization. 
POLARIZATION (Electricity) 
Under this heading will be found books on the polarization of electromagnetic waves 
and of dielectrics. 
For material dealing with the polarization of electrodes in electrolytic cells, see 
Polarization (electrodes). 
Referred from: Dielectrics - Polarization (s) ; Polarization (s) ; Polarization (elec- 
trodes) (def). 
&The "Referred from" entrlea are, of course, realricled Lo the cards in Lhe Authority hsl. 
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POLARIZATION (Electrodes) 
Under this heading will be found material dealing with the polarization of electrodes 
in electrolytic cells. 
For books on the polarization of electromagnetic waves and of dielectrics, see Polari- 
zation (electricity); and see also Overvoltage. 
Referred front: Double layer, electric (s) ; Electric batteries; Electric double layer (s) ; 
Electrochemistry; Electrodes; Electrolysis; Ionization, electrolytic; Overvoltage; 
Polarization (s) ; Polarization (electricity) (def) ; Primary cells; Storage batteries. 
POLARIZATION (Light) - See also Crystal optics; Electrooptics; Magnetooptics; 
Optical rotation; Polariscope; X-rays - Polarization. 
Referred from. Light- Polarization (s); Light, polarized (s); Optical rotations; 
Polarization (s); Polarized light (s). 
X-RAYS- Polarization. 
Referredfrom: Polarization (s); Polarization (light). 
I have given this illustration in detail to  show how we hope t o  have spared future 
catalogers doubt  and  mental anguish a t  the  same t ime t h a t  we have provided our 
specialized researchers with an esact key to  t he  particular material which will serve 
them best. 
Another example m a y  be  cited briefly to  show t h e  necessity of defining apparently 
simple terms because of new developments in t he  field where they are employed. 
There is;as you know, a sudden intense interest In acoustics on t he  part  of electrical 
engineers because of the rapid developments in sound pictures. A part  of this interest 
is, of course, centered i n  the  architectural aspects of t he  subject, according to  the 
customary use of the word. B u t  there is a new and  specialized aspect ok major im- 
portance whicfl needs t o  be separated from the  older material and  which is likely 
to  be written about more and more. T o  provide for this  we have adopted the  following 
scheme: 
ACOUSTICS (Electric) 
Under this heading will be found material dealing with conversion of electrical energy 
into sound and vice versa. 
For material on the problems of hearing involved in the engineering of buildings, see 
Acoustics (Architectural). 
For general books on the theory and observation of acoustical phenomena, see 
Sound; and see also Moving pictures, Sound; Radio communication; Telephony. 
- 
But beyond the defining of terms, there is the further problem of so connecting 
the subject headings t h a t  we have what  Miss Pat tee,  of the  Union Theological 
Seminary, aptly calls the  same "structural consistency" in t h e  dictionary catalog 
tha t  is claimed for the classed catalog by  its warm advocates.10 This  is also what Mr. 
Cutter describes as  " a  pyramid of references," and  although he stated many of the 
principles applying t o  t he  building of such a pyramid in 1876,11 I find the existing 
structures in many of our  catalogs tend to assume strange and unsymmetrical forms 
-more nearly in the shape of a trapezium! Because see also  references scattered 
indiscriminately through the catalog may be not  only not meful, but  actually mis- 
leading, one might almost agree with Mr.  Bishop t h a t  "we should not suffer greatly 
'Each term menhoned here also has 11s own definition-card nnd cross references in Llle~r alpliabel~cal posit~on. 
'0 Wctorc In determlnrsg. subject headmlls, Library journal, 54: 1019-22, 1929. 
'1 "Rules lor a dlcl~onary calnlogue." Ed. 1,  p. 48. 
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were they excluded entirely from the subject catal~g." '~ I have visited several libra- 
ries in other cities recently, and found one large branch library which tried thus to do 
without them, but the experiment was not a success, and they are now about to 
add some ten thousand references as fast as the cards can be typed. 
For guidance in this vexing question, I know of no better place to turn than to 
Cutter's "Rules" of fifty years ago.la With far-seeing vision, he provided for many of 
the complexities of the modern library, directing that the dictionary catalog should 
bind its entries together " . . . so as to  form a whole, the references being made 
from the most comprehensive subject to those of the next lower degree of comprehensiveness, 
and f r m  each of these to their subordinate sz~bjects." I' 
Were this rule followed, we should have an immediate breakdown of a broad 
subject into its logical divisions instead of the usual miscellaneous collection of 
references to  topics on different levels, forming long lists that are laborious to read 
and of little practical value. In the Library of Congress, for example, in the very 
Reading Room over which Mr. Bishop once presided, I found sixteen cards of see also 
references from the broad subject of Engineering, ranging from Aeronautics to 
Water-supply engineering, and including in one alphabet such subordinate terms as 
Canals, Engines, Foundations, Reservoirs, etc., etc. I had the feeling that I was prob- 
ably the first person who had ever read the list through, and I am sure all these 
minor divisions of particular kinds of engineering would be much more readily 
found by the reader if broken up and grouped under the division t o  which they 
properly belong. 
With this arrangement of subjects level-by-level a s  the first step in constructing 
our pyramid, we have found another of Mr. Cutter's rules helpful in reducing the 
number of references to a practical minimum. He advises: 
"When there are many cross-references, classify them. 
Ex. ARCHITECTURE. See aEso Arches; Baths; Bridges; Cathedrals . . . (and many 
other things built); also Carpentry; Drawing; Metal-work . . . (and many other 
means or methods of building); also Athens; Berlin; Boston . . . (and many other 
cities whose buildings are described) . . . "15 
Since the number of detailed references possible under such a broad subject as 
Electrical machinery would be prohibitive, I quote horn our authority list the 
network of relationships as worked out in the  recent catalog revision at the Institute: 
ELECTRIC MACHINERY 
Under this heading will be found discussions of more than one class or kind of machine 
as distinct from books dealing with EIcctric generators and Elect~ic motors separately. 
For works treating of the smaller machines, devices and instruments, see Electric 
apparatus and appliances. See also various kinds and classes of machines as.16 Alternat- 
ing current machinery; Condensers (electricity); Converters, electric; Direct current 
machinery; Electric generators; Electric motors; Synchronous machinery; Trans- 
formers, etc ; and names of specific parts and fcaturesas:l~ Ar~watures; Field coils; etc.; 
Flux distribution; Insulation; etc.; and such related phenonlena as:lo Short circuits; 
uL#brary journal 31. C 119, 190. 
la A forthcoming book by one of the Boston group of catalogers and classlfisrs, Miss Mary E IIyde, w~ll  doubtless provide 
the long-deared rode of principles for the choicc of subject hcadrnps. 
18 Ed. 3, D 14 
1' Ed. 3, p. 94. 
18 These"clnss~fied" cross rekrences scrvc to proup the related toprcs according to the type oflnquiry, and by &ills=- 
arnples rnstead of a completc IrsL of pomble subject8 the outllnc is kcpl w~tlun practicable Ilmlb. 
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Transients; etc. Also specialized fields of application as:ln Electricity in mining; 
Electricity on ships: Electricity on the farm: etc. 
. . 
~e je r re i  from: ~~narnoe1ect;ic machinery '(s) ;Dynamos (s) ; Electric apparatus and 
appliances (def) ; Electric plants; Electric standards; Electrical engineering; 
Machinery, electric (s). 
Although we always consult the  L. C. list, a n d  use it gratefully as  a general guide, 
we do  not find the  headings sufficiently specific in many cases, and their costly 
practice of multiple en t ry  would be  unnecessary were t he  terms defined and the 
network of cross references clearly set forth. A few examples will serve to  illustrate: 
- 
.: Bloch, Eugene. Therrnionic phenomena. 
L. C. 1. Electric conductivity. 
M. I. T. 1. Thermiotiics (with definition). 
_t. David, Picrre. L'Clectro-acoustique . . . 
L. C. 1. Sound. 2. Sound-apparatus. 3. Electricity. 
M. I. T. 1. Acoustics (Electric), defined as above. 
-1 Peters, Leo James. The solution of some theoretical which arise in electrical meth- 
ods of geophysical exploration. 
L. C .  1. Prospecting. 2. Geophysics. 3. Electric conductivity. 
M. I. T. 1. Prospecting, Electric. 
Recognizing tha t  personal preference and local demand may very properly affect 
the choice of particular terms in a given library, we nevertheless feel tha t  the  defi- 
nitions and structural relationships worked ou t  for electrical engineering a t  M. I. T. 
would be serviceable anywhere a s  a basis for subject headings in this field. Doubtless 
other libraries have developed similar schemes in this o r  other subjects. Would not 
the compilation of a coijperative list of headings for t h e  whole field of science and 
technology be a worthy effort for one of the  library associations or groups? It  seems 
to  me tha t  the "learned world" could not fail to appreciate such a contribution 
t o  research. 
The Library of a Theological Seminary* 
BY JULIA PATTEE 
Cataloger, Union Theological Seminary 
w HAT are the services which a theological seminary library should render? And what, in particular, is the function of a theological seminary collection such as our own, in New York City? A theological library connected 
with an  active traming school for the ministry strategically located in New York 
City in close and  friendly relations with a great university seems to  me to  l~ave  
two quite different functions. 
First, i t  should be a research collection of t he  first magnitude within its own field. 
This service is not demanded of all theological libraries bu t  a location in a great 
city in proximity to  other great libraries seems t o  give t o  Union this unique oppor- 
tunity. 
From the beginning religion has loomed large and  t h e  earliest records display an 
IFee nole 16, p. 401. 
*Prepared aL tile request of the Classification and Indcxing Departrncnt. 
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intricate interaction of religion with practical details of the human kind. Religion 
always has been and will continue to be closely associated with many actwities of 
life and its field of literature is extensive. I t  includes the sacred books of Chris- 
tianity and those of other religions, the history of religious beliefs, institutions and 
ceremonies and the practical conduct of life arising from religious belief. In their 
origins, science, medicine, and educatiotl are closely related to  religious institutions. 
Philosophy, literature and ar t  a t  many points touch religious thought and expression 
In the field of the modern social sciences most of our philanthropies and many 
reforms had their inception in the religious motive. The charities in Boston and 
New York started as religious work and city missions and charity Sunday schools 
were the first active agencies of relief. When I came to Union this genetic relation- 
ship was quite graphically perpetuated in the shelf classification, philanthropic 
institutions and all social work being a section of Home Missions under the larger 
group Practical Theology. Social workers today have swung far away from this 
and would probably strongly object to being classed under Practical Theology or as 
Home Miss~onaries; but historically a theological library q ~ ~ i t e  correctly lncludes 
them within its scope. 
On the other hand, many issues not usually classed as relig~ous may assume a 
moral bearing and thus become of great interest to theologians; for most of them be- 
lieve that  religion and ethics are really inseparable. Labor conditions, war and peace, 
marriage, anything that legitimately affects the welfare of the human race may 
become a moral question, and something of which religious leaders must and do 
take note. The theological seminary library is the minister's professional library 
and should contain the things the minister needs to  know; and the wide range 
of the subjects he preaches upon is reflected in the widening scope of the 
collection. 
The all-embracing extent of the field is our embarrassment Theoretically a theo- 
logical collection tends to become a general collection. Practically, however, pur- 
chases are limited to subjects which are or have been actually discussed as moral or 
religious issues. Contemporary science concerns us when i t  becomes a controversial 
religious topic like Evolution, or when it bears directly upon religious problems. 
Psychology explains the religious impulse. The Social Sciences have tremendous sig- 
nificance for religion in its practical applicahon. Philosophy, of course, furnishes the 
method and much of the material of speculative theology in so fat as religion itself . 
is a practical philosophy concerning the verities of the universe. 
But the scope of a library such as Union is not altogether determined by theoreti- 
cal limits, but quite arbitrarily in many cases by a consideration of the policies 
of the neighboring libraries. With the Jewish Theological Seminary of America 
next door i t  would be foolish for Union to build up a large collection on Judaism. 
The Institute of Musical Art across the street has practically no church music in its 
library; here is an opportunity in connection with the Union School of Sacred Music 
to assemble without rivalry a fine collection of liturgical music. In fact, the library 
already possesses an unusual liymnologiral collection. I n  a field so large, where it is 
impossible to  buy everything, the tendency to build up strong special groups 1s a 
legitimate one. One such notable group that Union possesses is the McAlpin 
Collection of British History and Theology, consisting of early English imprints. 
I t  grew out of thelate Dr. Briggs's interest in the Westminster Assembly. I-Ie bought 
everything on that topic he could find. This quickly ran over into the entire 
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Commonwealth Period; and as the collection grew i t  was arbitrarily limited to im- 
prints before 1701. I t  now includes over 15,000 titles. 
Perhaps this is quite enough upon the scope of a research collection in theology. 
Its use is by no means confined to theologians. All students of history have to take 
note of the impact religion has made upon the special subjects of their research and 
need the same source material that theologians do. 
The second function of the theological library is determined by its relation to 
the theological seminary, I t  exists to serve a student body and a teaching faculty. 
In this function it is related more closely to college and university libraries than to 
special libraries, for. its problems are the problems of all libraries used by students. 
They need first of all books, plenty of them, bearing upon their class work. They are 
familiar with a dictionary catalog and use it intelligently. The administration of the 
library is organized especial.ly around their needs. With the student body I would 
class the general public not engaged in creative research work who use the library 
for informative or recreational reading. In one respect only are the administrative 
problems affected by the nature of the collection. The  special subject matter calls 
for its own special classification scheme and subject headings. This statement needs 
no elaboration. A special library of any size necessarily must adopt a special scheme 
of its own or expand and amplify a section of a general classification; and every 
special subject has its own peculiar nomenclature. 
In this second function of the theological library I have inchded both students 
and faculty. In my early days I labored under the conviction that the library 
existed to serve the faculty and this notion gave rise to varied moods of elation or 
discouragement 9 their needs seemed to r a g e  from everything to nothing a t  all. 
But "the fa.,ultyl' is a very composite personality. First, the professor may be a 
productive scholar and need a research collection. Second, he is a teacher of students 
and as a teacher of students his interests are identical with those of the student body; 
and to serve the student body is one of the two functions of a seminary library. 
But after these abstractions are made there is still a residuum left over, a very de- 
lightful human residuum which 1 can only designate as faculty just  as faculty. He 
comes to the library on very ordinary errands. He would readily coalesce with the 
general public or the student body except that a peculiar halo surrounds him. We 
jump to serve him as we would not jump for a student. Unlike the general public 
sometimes, he is never fussy as to what he wants. He  knows exactly what he is 
after. But he is sometimes shy of our catalogs and considers them only an obstacle 
between him and his book. I t  is simpler to ask for a book by word of mouth. Our 
subject catalogs interest him but mildly if a t  all. Why should they, when he already 
knows nearly all there is to know about his own department, and is not in doubt 
as to exactly what he wants. The most meagre catalog will serve as long as it gives 
the location of the book he desires. He is always friendly, usually considerate, often 
absent-minded. His hurry is chronic. Like other people he is not proof against curi- 
ous psychological lapses. A young professor of science rushed up to  the desk one day, 
saying in a tone of great exasperation, "What is the matter with your catalog?" 
(It is always your if anything is wrong, and our when he is proud of it.) "Why 
haven't you anything of Huxley's in it?" 
"Why we have," the desk assistant answered. 
"Well, I can't find a thing, I've just been looking." 
"Let me see the drawer," she said. 
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He brought it and was fingering among the Hzlck's; "There," he said triumphantly, 
"his name is not there." 
She began to see light. "How do you spell Huxley?" she asked gently. 
"Why H-u-c-k"; he stopped abruptly, his rage abated, and he uttered a deflated 
"Oh!" Huxley's name was as familiar as his own. 
At  another time a delightful older professor who had found no help a t  the refer- 
ence desk pounced upon me in an irate mood, saying, " 1 want the Catechismus Ro- 
manus; they tell me they can't find it in your catalog out there." 
"Oh, certainly it's there," I said. "What did you look under?" 
"Why under Catechismus Romanus, of course." 
I stecred him to the drawer labelled Trent, Council of, and there were the goodly 
row of Roman catechisms of all dates and in all languages. 
" I  should have made a Latin title card," I said apologetically. 
"Yes," he answered, with dry humor, "you have to  make a catalog foolproof 
for US." 
He seems much more a t  home among the books than with the catalog and usually 
prefers to go to the stack for his own book. He seems to have an unerring instinct 
for the right one. I have watched him, serene and patient, looking for and finding 
what he wanted among shelves which were hopelessly confused and an irritation to 
me. Yet he appreciates greatly well-classified shelves and is quick in detecting errors 
in the arrangement. 
Neither a college nor a theological seminary need spend much money upon a 
catalog to  serve its faculty just as facully. He does need well classified shelves, a 
quick witted reference librarian with a background of special information and good 
messenger service. 
But "the faculty" as teacher of a group of students has an entirely different per- 
sonality. His interests are entirely identified with the students he teaches. Their 
need is always in mind. He is much interested in the shelf arrangement of the books 
which will be helpful in displaying the literature of his courses. He wants a catalog, 
which his students will find useful, and brings much pressure to  bear upon library 
funds to keep his own particular group of literature up to  date. As a teacher he de- 
mands a good classification system and i s  personally interested in the way his own 
group is classed. In fact he is so very profoundly interested he would be glad to 
have the classification made over in the interest of each new course. I t  is hard to 
persuade him that a classification must be made once for all and that his predecessors 
and sdccessors also have some rights in it. H e  asks for certain types of subject head- 
ings for his students' convenience, such as, for instance, "project method," "char- 
acter tests"; and altogether stands solidly behind the library staff responsible for 
the working apparatus and efficient administration of the library. So much for the 
professor in his role as teacher. I t  is for him and his classes that we chiefly devise 
our classification schemes and catalogs, and it is from him that we receive our 
greatest help and inspiration. 
The faculty as a scholar is a still different person. 
Many professors in a theological seminary are scholars in their own right and their 
main interest in the library is as a source collection for research. Although they 
usually have their own private collections, no scholar can acquire the vast slore- 
house of books he needs in the course of his creative studies. The researcher's first 
need is books. He is not interested in their classification. No method of arranging 
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them would fit in with his individual and special use of them. Broad general classih- 
cation seems to serve best the researcher's many varied uses. I remember Dr. Samuel 
Macauley Jackson's dismay over my classed arrangement of several hundred titles 
of Zwinglians presented to the Library by him. He  was quite courteous about it; 
but the only arrangement that seemed a t  all desirqble to him was a straight chrono- 
logical order by date of publication from the original editions to present tirne. I 
doubt if scholars of distinction often look a t  our elaborate subject headings. Subject 
catalogs are made for ordinary minds - for common people who don't know the 
literatwe of the topic upon which they seek information, or for the scholars when 
they are searching for information outside their own special field. In theory, pro- 
fessors whose interests are in broad subjects such as history or philosophy would 
naturally make more use of the subject catalog than a professor whose field is nar- 
rower, as, say, Hebrew and cognate languages. Actually, I surmise, the use of the 
catalog varies greatly with the individual professor's familiarity with it. 
Few of the professors depend upon the catalog in making up their reading lists 
for students or in their own creative work; but the catalog is used much by the 
professors themselves, or by their secretaries, for checking up for form and accuracy 
bibliographies for their published works. 
As a research collec~ion, the library is used constantly for the verification of refer- 
ences or for specific data. Dr. Harry Emerson Fosdick's secretary is a frequent 
visitor. On several days, one of the reference librarians searched through the works 
of St. Augustine in an attempt to verify an apt  quotation which Dr. Fosdick wished 
to use and which he attributed to St. Augustine. I t  was not found and the quotation 
was never used. 
These, then, are the services which a large special theological library should 
render. I t  should be a research collection gathering source material along its own 
line for scholars. Its librarian must be an assiduous collector. One should know him 
by the second-hand catalog he always carries in his pocket and checks a t  odd mo- 
ments as the priest reads his breviary. He not only collects old books but he is out 
for all sorts of original documents, reports and proceedings - miles of the latter. 
He gets them while the going is good; has complete files of all official publications 
of church bodies and organizations of interest to religion; follows up current move- 
ments and controversies and gets t l~is printed matter while it is current, not waiting 
until it is out of print and inaccessible. 
The size of any collection is a determining factor in the elaborateness of organiza- 
tion. A large collection needs a classification worked out in much fuller detail and 
much more carefully coordinated, and a catalog giving many more bibliographical 
details than does a small open-shelf collection. A large research library must have an 
expensive catalog. The cataloging staff must be " near-scholars," as Dr. Smith used to 
say, and though it is not fheir part to do creative literary work, still they must have 
an intelligent familiarity with the sources needed for the scholar's work. The cata- 
log must be meticulously made and full enough to distinguish all possible variatiorls 
in edition. To paraphrase Mr. Martel, i t  should be a bibliographical record, correct, 
complete and concise, which wilf answer, once for all, questions relating to the make- 
up and issue of each book, with a classification symbol and subject headings giving a 
brief but reasonable interpretation of its contents. 
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GROUP ACTIVITIES 
CIVIC-SOCIAL 
Editor: Grace A. England 
MUNICIPAL REPORTS AS A LIBRARY 
PROBLEM 
Josephine 0. Hollingsworth, Chairman, Special 
Subcommittee on Municipal Documents, 
Civic-Social Group 
S OhIE of the problen~s most keenly felt by those hbrarians whose interests lie within the 
scope of the Ctvic-Social Group have to  do with 
the establishment and maintenance of collectio~~s 
of municipal documents, a type of official report 
that  is most elusive and difficult to obtain. The  
acquisition of federal publicat~ons is greatly 
simplified by the use of the "Monthly Catalog 
of United States Public Documents," while state 
reports may be located by means of the "Monthly 
Check-List of State Publ~cations." Unfortunately, 
bibliographical data on city clocun~ents a re  not 
centralized and information must usually be ob- 
tained by correspondence. The Superintendent 
of Documents is able to  furnish an accurate record 
of current Federal goverment publicat~ons be- 
cause they are all pr~nted under his direction; the 
Library of Congress finds it possible t o  lmt state 
documents as  they are received because of the  
cooperation of the state libraries in forwarding 
the pull~cations, but, a t  present, there is no one 
agency in a pos~tion to  say what items our rnunic- 
ipalities are prmtmg and no machinery has been 
set up for their accurate recording. 
Hopmg that some means might be devised to 
improvc existing conditions, our Group Chair- 
man appointed a special subcommittee to investi- 
gate the situation and to make recommendations. 
It soon became evident that the committee would 
not be in a position t o  make any recommendations 
until it was rn possession of certain facts regard- 
ing the distribution, collection and use of mu- 
n~cipal reports by librarles and governmental 
research agencies. Accordingly, about 450 ques- 
tionnaires were sent out t o  public libraries in 
cities of 30,000 population and over, and to  mu- 
nicipal reference libraries, state leagues of olunic- 
ipaliiies, state universities and state l~brarics 
Replies were received to about half of the  ques- 
tionnaires, the greater proportion coming from 
large public libraries and the municipal reference 
libraries, the state agencies appearing more or 
less apathetic The facts obtained from these in- 
complete returns may be suz~~rnarizecl as follows: 
Local Report,. -Local reports arc being col- 
lected by practically all public libraries and 
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munic~pal reference libraries and by about one 
third of the chambers of commerce Few cities 
reported a centlal~zetl distribution of reports, the 
publications being supplied by issuing offices 
upon request. This one fact alone, that the great 
bulk of reports is distributed independently by 
the various bureaus of the city, greatly n~ultiplies 
thc difficdties of report collecting. 
Reports of Other Cttics. - It IS evident from the 
questionl~aircs that  nlunicipal reference librar~es 
as  a group are making consistent efforts to build 
up comprehensive collections of municipal re- 
ports, some starting at  the 100,000 population 
 nark, others at  200,000 and still others at  300,000. 
In  citics wh~ch have n~un~cipal reference librar~es 
well established and functioning smoothly, the 
public library and often research agencies as well 
are reported to have transferred therr entire 
collectrons of municipal documents or to have 
modified their policies of acqulsltion. Public 
libraries in cities of over 100,000 population 
appear to be adding to their local files a selected 
group of reports of their own county, state or 
region, usually on a subject basis. The smaller 
public librar~es arc apt to content themselves 
with local reports only 4 very limited number ol 
state univers~ties, state leagues and state li- 
braries are collecting the reports of cities wilhin 
t h e ~ r  own states; while bureaus of n~uniclpal 
rcsearch arc primarily interested in the research 
p~oblems of the moment and seldom care to 
maintain a permanent file of a cornprehcnsive 
nature. 
Use of M~~nici#ul Rcporh. -Public libraries 
report that municipal documents are uscd most 
often by students and citizens Publ~c officials and 
cmployces, business men and research workers 
consult them less frequently, while civic groups, 
newspaper Men and the library staff constitute 
still further types of user. Municipal reference 
librarles serve primarily officials and employces, 
but their resources are also at  the d~sposal of the 
student and citizen. State unwersities prov~de 
for the needs of their own students in polltical 
science, and Loream of mun~cipal researdl are 
interested only in staff requirements. State li-  
braries and state lcagues of ~uunic~pallties report 
only a very limited demand. 
Valtie of the Collectio~. - In answer to the 
questions as to whether the value of the reports 
warranted their collcctio~~ a variety of replics 
was received. Fifty-four public libraries replletl 
yes; twenty-two, 710; eight would collect to a 
limited extent: wh~le the remaining thirty-four 
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would not go on record one way or the other. 
Municipal reference libraries were unanimous 
in their opinion of the value of such a collection 
as were most of the burcaus of municipal research. 
State univers~ties were divided, wh~le state leagues 
arid state libraries did not commit themselves. 
Sitmnlary of h?zdingr.-The replies received 
from t h ~ s  elected group of libraries and research 
agencies have brought out certain definite facts. 
Publ~c libraries have very largely assumed the 
responsibility for the maintenance of local munic- 
ipal document files, chambers of commerce hav- 
ing only a limited intercst in the matter. Cities, 
for the most part, have no central distributing 
point for their publications nor any uniform 
method of issuing them. Mun~cipal rcference 
libraries and large public libraries are best 
adapted to the assembling of comprehensive 
collections from an extended number of cities 
and are usually giving the reports the most 
cornplele form of record. The use of these docu- 
ments is more or less limited, but, in the case 
of certain typcs of libraries, they are well worth 
collecting because of the importance of the data 
furnished and their unavailability elsewhere 
The plans of the Civic-Social Group for the 
coming year in~lucle thc preparation and printing 
of a list of municipal reports currently issued by 
cities of 200,000 or over, the basic data for which 
were obtained through the questionnaire referred 
to previously. A second phase of the project looks 
toward the perfecting of arrangements for the 
publication of a list of city reports as they are 
issued, through the medium of a weekly or 
monthly periodical. Finally we blan t o  enlist the 
interest and cooperation of associations of li- 
brarians and public officials In improving the 
present methods of publishing and distributing 
municipal reports 
COMMERCIAL-TECHNICAL 
Editor: Mary Ethel Jameson 
M OST of the local chapters are just begin- ning their activities for the new year but 
five of them have already appointed the Chair- 
man of t h ~ s  local Group. These are: 
Balhnore - Alice V. Reynolds, Lib~arian of 
the Consolidated Gas and Electric Llght 
Coinpany; 
Bosron - Ruth Canavan, Librarian of Metcalf 
and Eddy; 
Clet~ela?td - Rose Vormelker, Business Re- 
search Librarian, Cleveland Public Library; 
Illinois - Edith Mattson, Librarian of the 
Commonwealth Edison Company of Chi- 
cago; 
New York -Aina Ebbeson of the staff of 
Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc. 
As the other locals are heard from and as these 
five begin their year's work, we will have news of 
interest t o  report 
FINANCIAL 
Ed~tor; Ruth G. Nichols 
BANK LIBRARY EXHIBIT 
A LARGE sign boldly proclaimed a "Model Bank Library" to the inquiring bankers at 
Atlantic City who visited the booth set up by the 
Financial Group a t  the American Bankers Asso- 
ciation Cotivent~on early in October. But no steel 
book shelves, no vertical files, no card catalog, 
no charging desk or any 0 t h  well-equipped 
library desk were t o  be seen! It represented a 
departure from past procedure with these ex- 
hibits and it was a dec~ded success, - if one can 
judge from the interest shown and the apprecia- 
tive comments. One banker, unknown to the 
librarians in charge, remarked that he had been 
corning regularly to these A. B. A. exh~bits every 
year and that  this one was "the best yet." This 
IS repeated in no boastful spirit for thc work of 
this year's committee, but to indicatc for future 
occasions what cunlulative experience shows will 
"register" in thc vcry difficult problem of mak- 
ing visible and tangible the essence of hbrary 
service. 
Statistical data, nuggets of information a* 
valuable in their place as the gold of the bankers! 
reserves, formed the dominant note of the exhibit. 
Large and striking statistical charts decorated the 
walls, Colonel Ayres' well-known picture of 
business cycles back to 1790, the Dow-Jone!, 
Averages from 1897, brought up to the very end 
of September and made up especially in large size 
for this exhibit, Persons' chart of Statistical and 
Chronological Records, 1875-1930, and tuvo 
smaller charts showing "Monetary Gold Stocks 
in 43 Countries." 
"Sainple Library" rather than "Model Li- 
brary" would be a better designation of the ex- 
htbit. A few sample financial services wcre shown 
and were put t o  good use to answer actual ques- 
tions as to ratings and bond quotations. Sample 
Government documents, mostly from the Bureau 
of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, arranged 
under the legend "Ilow the United States Gov- 
ernment Answers Questions for Bankers" so 
tempted one visitor that he could hardly be 
restrained from walking off on the first day with 
a document that exactly answered hts question. 
A few sample reports much discusscd in the press, 
such as the famous British "Macmillan Report" 
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on the gold standard, could have been circulated INSURANCE 
a t  oncer~osters featuring regular and n~uch used 
statistical tables in financ~al periodicals attracted 
attention through their printed legends "Bank 
Suspensions," "Gold Reserves," and "Some 
Bank Comparisons," whereas the rnagazinrs 
themselves were- not even opened, although 
tagged invitingly a t  the proper pages. A large 
sign topped these three posters reading "Facts 
for bankers. \'aluable statistics are available in 
Federal Resene and other bankmg periodicals." 
Memorandum pads were pulled out of pockets t o  
record names of useful "publications by banks 
and investment houses," obtainable free of 
charge, or certain titles among the new books of 
the year that comprised our display rather than 
a collection of old and standard volumes. The 
Putnan~ Bookstore, New York Gty,  one of our 
Institut~onal hlernbers for several years, supplied 
this display of new books through the tourtcsy 
of Mr. hl. J. Leder, who personally superv~sed 
their arrangement as he has done for other in- 
tcrestmg exhibits before our Assoclotion. A fib- 
era1 use of slgns, well-printccl and to the point, 
which Interpret the cxhibit to the visitor a t  all 
times, while the librarians may be occupietl clse- 
where, is absolutely nccessary. 
Two mimeographed reading lists on "Eco- 
nomic Plans" and "Russia" were d~stributed and 
a good collection of the books and magazine 
articles llsted sere on vlew. Two other mole elab- 
orate lists on "Gold" and "Secondary Reserves 
and Investment Policies of Banks" were printed 
in pamphlet form. Due to the unusually small 
attcndnnce a t  the convention a surplus supply of 
the two latter reading llsts is stdl available. 
Copies will be n~a~led  from Headquarters upon 
receipt of two cents' postage. 
In  the absence of any financial librarians in 
Atlantic City, the work of preparing the cxhiblt 
fell to the New York Cily financial librarians, al- 
though many helpful suggestions werc received 
from the National Chairman, Miss Ruth Nichols 
of the Chicago Federal Reserve Bank, and from 
Miss Virginia Savage of Halsey Stuart & Com- 
pany, Chicago, who has put on two very successful 
exhibits for conventions of the Investment 
Bankers Association. The Exhibit Co~nmittee 
consisted of the following librarians: Chairman, 
Marguerite Burnett, Federal lieserve Bank of 
New York; Ethel Baxter, American Bankers 
Association; Lyda Broomhall, Irving Trust 
Company: Eleanor Cavanaugh, Standard Sta- 
tistics Company; Mary Hayes, National City 
Bank; Florence Wagner, Wall Street Jour- 
nal: and Dorothy Watson, Bankers Trust 
Company. 
MARGUBRITB URNETT 
Editor: Abbie G. Glover 
T HE Insurance Society of Baltimore, which is an organization of fire and casualty in- 
surance agents and their employees, maintains a 
library for the use of its members. At this tinic the 
Chairman of its Library Committee is making a 
decided effort to have the members avail them- 
selves of ~ t s  research possibdities. To  that end thc 
index and boak collection is being revised, the 
publication of a bulletin and the mailing of hooks 
to members are being contemplated. 
hfiss Mabel B. Swerig, Librarian of the Insur- 
ance Society of New Yurk, visited the various 
insurance libraries in Hartford on Friday and 
Saturday, October 9 and 10. Over the holiday 
week-end, as the guest of bliss Alice M IYdtts, 
Librarian of the Aetna Life Insurar~ce Con~pany, 
shc n~otored through Wcstcrn Massch~~se t t s  and 
Connecticut. 
* * *  
The Insurance Library Association of Boston 
I~eld its a n n u ~ l  meeting, Friday, October 0, 1931. 
At that time Mr. D. N. Handy, L~brarian, pre- 
scntecl his annual report. Some or the facts 
brought out in the report were. the library has a 
collection oi some 12,000 books and patnpldets 
on fire and casualty insurance and their rcl,~t,ed 
subjects; 948 accessions wele made dnrillg 1930- 
1931; the total membership of the Association 
was 313; over 300 persons were enrolled in the 
evening classes which have been conductccl for 
twenty-one years, 2,010 cards have been adclctl 
t o  the card index; 14,174 callers came to the li- 
brary, with 4,617 requiring the help or the library 
staff; 798 books were loancd To1 home use. A 
distinct effort was n~ade  this year to codperate 
with the public libraries in 27 towns and cities 
with a view to increasmg the resources 111 insur- 
ance literature in these libraries. Students of the 
various colleges in Boston and vicinity constantly 
avail thenlselvcs of the Association's collection 
in preparing theses on insurance subjects. 
Owing to promotions having been made from 
the Agency Departn~ent into the field organrza- 
tion of the Mutual Bencfit Life Insurance Com- 
parly, Miss Mildred I;. Stone has been given 
supervismn over the editorial activities of the 
company. This includes publication of the  
Pelican, the colnpany house organ, publicity 
work, sales leaflets, library service, etc. She will 
continue with her present Agency Personnel 
duties. 
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NEWSPAPER 
Editor: Joseph F. Kwapil 
PROFIT AND LOSS IN THE REFERENCE 
DEPARTMENT 
By Robert W. Desmond, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Journalirm, University 
of Minnesota 
I KNOW a succcssful newspaper publisher. He is successful because he can think straight. 
Katurally, he has a good reference department as 
a vital part of his newspaper organization. Once 
I was in his ofice, and the third person present 
was the publ~sher of an older, but a struggling 
newspaper in another city. 
"You ought to build up a reference depart- 
ment for your paper," my successful publisher 
friend told the other tnan. 
"No," thc other publisher said. "!A11iy should I 
add to my overhead by doing that? I've got 
enough to worry about already." 
The conversation swung t o  something else, 
but I could not forget the fact that this publisher 
regarded a reference department as "added over- 
head," and nothing more. I wondered how com- 
mon this distorted thinking might be. Because 
there is nothing dramatic about the reference 
department, because it does not smash "sales 
quotas," or get "news beats," or produce so many 
units - newspapers, automobiles, or widgits - 
per hour it is regarded as "overhead." Pub- 
lishers sometimes take this view. Business man- 
agers and editors sometimes fall into the same 
error. So~re t i~res  I suspect that even the libm- 
rians, in their hearts, feel that way, too, and 
develop an apologetic air that has been noted 
before this and attacked by such persons as Lee 
White, Will Conrad, and Joseph Kwapd 
It is a greai mistake - I dare t o  assert - for 
librarians, above all, and for anyone else to under- 
value the library's contribution - or poss~ble 
contribution - to that wonderful product - the 
daily newspaper If the library has not been vital 
in the past it very rapidly is becoming so. 
Newspapers must Ixconze better, editorially, 
even if only for business reasons, because readers 
are gettmg tlred LI inaccuracies, trivialities, and 
the general pime served to thern.by so many news- 
papers to fill in betveen the advertisements. 
M'hen enough readers become tired enough cir- 
culation will slip, which will bring quick reaction 
in the business departmcnts. The best remedy for 
failidg circulation will be improved editorial 
standdrds and better news presentation. That 
will mean better library facilities, and it will mean 
Ihraries for neuspapers that now h.we none. 
As a matter of fact, the newspaper library 
actually does serve all departments in a.dozen 
specific ways. These ways have been pointed out 
before now. Not the least important is the 
prevention of libel suits, which cost money to de- 
fend, to say nothing of what they cost to lose. 
I an1 told that one large newspaper sets aside 
$100,000 annually t o  defenc! itself against libel 
suits. And my files show a t  least two million 
dollar suits against that paper within a year, as 
well as other suits for less staggering sums. That 
newspaper's library was inadequate because the 
executives refused t o  contribute toward the 
maintenance of an efficient library. It seenis never 
t o  have occurred to them that a mere fraction of 
the $100,000 defense fund, turned into the refer- 
ence department, might easily have prevenled the 
mistakes that caused some of the suits, and a t  the 
same time helped develop a good hbrary. As it 
was, the money was simply thrown down a hob, 
and that  was the end of it. . . . I know of 
another newspaper that now spends about 
$20,000 a year on its reference department and 
has not had even one libel suit brought against 
it in more than 15 years. I t  seems obvious that a 
reference depa~iment, properly developed, is the 
best possible "libel insurance." 
Most working newspaper librarians know that. 
But many business managers, and others who 
hold the purse strings, do not seem to know it. 
We know that every time the library answers a 
request ~t is saving the newspaper about $2, 
which is the average cost of buying a photograph, 
making a cut, or getting information on a special 
request. hfultlply the  number of requests an- 
swered in a day, a week, a month, or a year, by 
$2, and it is apparent that the library is not only 
paying its way, but probably is making a profit. 
This is a real profit, even i f  it dws  not show on the 
books. And, in the case of the library, one can eat 
his cake and have it too, because what is used once 
remains available for use agaln. The reference 
department is an investment that pays fine re- 
turns But your executive seldom realizes it 
because no one has demonstrated it to him. Thc 
librarian must show him that the reference de- 
partment is much more than mere "overhead." 
One library prepares an annual statenlent of 
what has been accomplished in the last yeat, and 
what it is hoped to achieve in the next year Such 
a statement, presented to the authorities, sum- 
marizes neatly and definitely what has been done. 
I t  is good publicity, and entirely legitimate. 
I t  might even be prepared semi-ann~rally, or 
quarterly. With the preparation of such a report 
in mind it shoulcl not be dificult for the head of a 
good reference department to find specific ac- 
complishments t o  report. 
Since the establishment of the Qewspaper 
Gmup of the Special. L~braries Association in 
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1923 newspaper librarians have heen developing 
a sense of t he~ r  own worth. Now, it seems to me, 
the task is to convince the executives of their 
value - and the value of what they are doing. 
I I have made a few suggestions along that line. 
I t  is one of the most important subjccts to every 
librarian because it relates to thc higher status of 
the newspaper reference library, t o  the increased 
prestige of the librarian himself, and t o  the 
wmning by the library oi ~ t s  just financial due 
I t  means better newspapers. 
MUSEUM 
Editor: Minnie White Taylor 
M ISS hlARY B. DAY, Librarian of the Museum of Science and Industry in 
Chicago, prepares every month a very interesting 
mimeographed publication, Labrary hro&s. The 
September number contains several recent out- 
standmg accessions, with annotations, as well as 
a list of the recent general accessions; a list of 
gifts, with donors; and the l ~ s t  oi periodicals 
received in the Library, rev~sed t o  September 21, 
1931. 
* * 
Mr. F. P. Allen, Librarian of the Museums 
Library a t  the University of Michigan, is doing 
graduate work in addition to his regula~ duties. 
* * *  
"Ill blows the wind that profits nobody," and 
"Sweet are the uses of adversity." Miss Lenore 
Greene, Librarian of the Los Angeles Museum of 
History, Science and Art, writes that owing to 
budget cuts the purchase of new books is limited 
t o  only those essential LO the immediate work of 
the Staff members. She is, therefore, taking the 
opportunity t o  make a thorough inventory of the  
Library, including the shelf-listing of much ma- 
tcrial accumulated since the organization of the 
Library in 1921; until the present, this process 
has been side-tracked by the "press of othcr 
work." 
* 
The new building of the San Diego, California, 
Natural History Museum will shortly be erected 
in Balboa Park. Connected by an archway with 
the Museum will be a second building, housing 
the ch~ldren's museum, the scientific library, 
laboratories, and workshops. 
* * *  
The Blaksley Botanic Garden, an adjunct of 
the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History, 
has faith in human nature t o  the extent of pro- 
viding bwks  and magazines in an unlocked case, 
for "ready reference" in the Garden. As evidence 
that its faith has not been misplaced, no b k s  
have ever been lost. MISS Alice Hanks is Li- 
brarian of the hluseum Library. 
I * *  
Mr. Thomas Cowles, Assistant Librarian of 
the California Academy of Sciences, in addition 
t o  his regular duties, graduate work, and numer- 
ous other activities, has consented t o  serve a s  
chairman of the Museum Libraries Survey Com- 
mittee - which proves that a busy person can 
usually find time for "just one thing more." 
A Valuable Reference Tool 
T HE Annual Index to \'ohme V of 'The surance and many other subjccts. The year 1931 United Slates Daily, for the year ended was especially noteworthy in social betterment 
March 4, 1931, has just been released. The per~od legislat~on, no less than 34 States having con- 
covered by it continues the service of State sidered old age pensions in their Stzlte legislatures, 
activities of each of the States. This was be un while23considered uncmployment.Thesubjectof 
in October, 1929, and comprises tax, putlic motor transport covers eight pages of the Index. 
utility, banking, insurance, institutional and TheopinionsoiStateattorneysgencra1,therulinga 
many other State activities. Outstand~ng features of State public service comnlissions and the rleci- 
of reference value are the following: A list under sions of Courts have not only been s u m m a r i d  
Government Personnel of ever Stateand Federal but  have been listed under subject, as \\,ell. 
oficial mentioned In The Ailed Sides Daily A11 the opinions of Federal judges are listed 
during the year ended March 4, 1931; a classified under the judge's name a s  well as under t he  
list under State Legislation of public bills intro- Court and under subject. The  entries thernsclves 
d u c d  in the 1931 State legislatures; a list, by are more in the nature of digests rather than 
States, of the regular and special reports issued index entries; i.e., the entry is suficientfy full t o  
during 1930-31. enable the use of the Annual Index as a reference 
The inauguration of the State service has made tool for general information. (The Annual Indcx- 
possible the expansion of many subjects, thus Digest of The Uni~ed  Slnlcr Daily, Vol. 1'. 
under Holding Companies there is now a record $15.00 on newsprint; rag paper.edition, $20.00. 
of State as well as Federal commitments. The  The United States Daily Publishmg Corporation, 
same is true of banking, railroads, 'taxation, in- Washington, D. C.) 
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Edrtor, RUT& SAVORD, Council on Foreign Relations, Inc., New York 
Adverliszng Manager, M. DOROTHY HOWIRD, Standard Statistics Co., New York 
DEPARTMENT EDITORS 
ELIZABETH 0. CULLEN, Bureau of Railway Economics, Washington, D. C. 
LOUISE KELLER, Independen~e Bureau, Ph~ladelphia, Pennsylvania 
M A R I . ~  C. MANLEY, Business Branch, Public Library, Xewark, New Jersey 
E ~ ~ I L I E  MUESER, Engineering Societ~es Library, New York 
M. E. PELLETT, Port of New York Authority, New York 
MARIE K. PIDGEON, Cleanliness Inshtute, New York 
A. A SLOBOD, General Elecrric Co , Schenectady, New Ysrk 
EDITORS OF GROUP PAGES 
GRACE A. EKGLAND, Civics Division, Detroit Public Library, Detroit, Michigan 
ABBIE G. GLOVER, Insurance Library Association of Boston, Boston, hla~sachusetts 
Many ETHEL JAMESON. Sational Industr~al Conference Board, New York 
JOSEPH F. KWAPIL, Public Ledger, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 
RUTH G. KICHOLS, Federal Reserve Bank, Chicago, Illinois 
hlixsre ~ ' H I T E  TAYLOR, Museum of Xatural H~story, Clevcland, Ohio 
T H E  adoption on October 10 of the new publication policy by which everything issued over our imprint shall be governed marks a long step fonvard in the co- 
ordination of this most important of our Association's activities. By this centraliza- 
tion, the Association guarantees to itself consideration of each proposed publication 
not only on its own mer~ts  but in its relation to others in process; prevention of over- 
lapping of efforts by Groups and Locals; concentration on needed and important 
pul)lications; unification of make-up, publicity, and distribution. I t  has taken 23 
years for us to reach this point but we are ready now and in a position to proceed 
with this constructive effort. Great credit is due the Publication Committee under 
Miss Linda H. Morley for the formulating of this policy and to our Executive Board 
for their approval. By its publications shall such an organization as ours be judged. 
Therefore, it behooves Groups and Chapters to  cooperate to  the fullest extent with 
the Publication Committee to the end that that  judgment may be iiWell done!" 
The Editor takes this method of appealing to Department Editors, Editors of 
Group Pages and to all other contributors to have all copy in her hands not later than 
the 15th of each month. Otherwise, our schedule can not be maintained. 
Recently, the Editor was asked, "Why don't librarians answer letters?" At first, 
this sounded a bit like a puzzle but, instead, i t  proved to be a serious accusation. 
Such a practice reflects on the efficiency of the individual, is discourteous to the 
writer of the letter, and lays us open to the danger of being called unbusinesslike. 
All of us can well ask ourselves if we have been guilty of this offense. If so, here's a 
good resolution: " Never again ! " 
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PRESIDENT'S PACE 
Our Next Convention 
T THE meeting of your Executive Board a t  Detroit on October 10, the decision A as to the place in which our next national convention should be held was of first 
importance. If the precedent established for many years of meeting a t  least once in 
three years with the American Library Association were t o  be followed, it would be 
obligatory for us this year to choose New Orleans. Mr. Usher and other A. L. A. 
officials have been most cordial in their invitations for a joint convention in that city. 
We have had t o  take into consideration, however, the fact that the A. L. A. (like 
most of the 1933 conventions) will tneet in October in connection with the Interna- 
tional Exposition at Chicago. I t  seemed most desirable that  S. L. A. should decide 
on the same time and place, and that preliminary arrangements for that conference 
should begin immediately. An invitation to The Association of Special Libraries and 
Information Bureaux of Great Britain to meet with us a t  that time was also author- 
ized by the Board, and our Secretary has already written to the Secretary of the 
British Association suggesting such a joint international conference. 
With the decision for 1933 out of the way, your Board felt that the Association 
might, in 1932, be justified in selecting a place where relaxation and recreation would 
be more possible than i t  has been in the busy cities where our conventions have been 
held in recent years. Lake Placid Club, New York, was unanimously agreed upon as 
one of the most accessible and desirable places for that purpose. Our Secretary was 
therefore instructed to make the arrangements for our conference there in June 
1932, the actual dates to be decided after conferring with the Lake Placid authorities. 
I believe we shall all welcome such an opportunity for a little letting down of the 
tension which these hard months of depression have entailed. I t  goes w~thout saying, 
of course, that we expect to have, in addition, a stimulating and instructive program 
arranged by one of the best possible chairmen. Well do we know that all play and no 
work will never satisfy the conscientious souls of special librarians! 
Local Meetings 
0 N E  or more of your national officers have attended three local conferences during the month of October. At the special library section meeting of the Michigan 
Convention a t  Battle Creek on October 9, all of our national officers, except the 
directors, were present and took part in the program. 
Following our strenuous Executive Board meeting in Detroit the next day, an 
enjoyable dinner meeting and program arranged by Detroit Chapter was attended 
by  the Board members. 
The next week-end your President visited Cincinnati and was most hospitably 
entertained by various members of that  Chapter, and attended the Chapter meeting 
and dinner on October 17. 
On October 21 and 22 the special library section meeting held a t  Pittsburgh during 
the Pennsylvania Library Convention was attended by Miss Cullen, MISS Claflln, 
and other members from Philadelphia, all of whom took part in the programs. 
These visits with the local associations have impressed upon your President, at  
least, how very strong and versatile are the memberships of our local chapters, and 
also how few of these interesting special librarians we have met a t  our national 
conventions! Here is a plea that  more of them attend our Lake Placid conference next 
year, so that the rest of us can know and be proud of our hitherto little known 
associates. 
ALTA B. CLAFLIN. 
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WHO'S WHO 
Our trusted Lreas~~rcr smcc 1930 IS a Wash~ngton~an 
throu~lr and tl~rough Shr has I~vccl and doe6 l ~ v r  
(and probably mill five) In \Vash~n~ton and rccctvcd 
hrr bachelor's and n~astcr's drxrccs In thc un~vcrslty 
~mnwd for (~cncral Wash~ngti)n 
Locomotion 11.1s alwavs bcen Iwr snrclaltv. 
whcthcr 111 Itterature, a t s &  Bureau of Ra~ lw& 
Economics Ltbrary, ;rbo.~rrl .I stcrd 1n Rock Cleek 
P N ~ ,  or r~dtng hcr hubl~y as collector of unusual 
.jcwclry. furnlturc, etc 
Even whcn shv 1s stationary, hIiss Cullcn IS not 
st~ll. She lectures on sncc~al hhrar~cs a t  her a h a  
mater. Geor~c  Rfashingion I h v r r s ~ t y .  and prcs~dcs 
a t  the Ulstrlct of Colulnbla Library Assocrat~on 
0:. 
velucl 
about 
rl~cn wrlttcn words sup~?y'jl~~:lBC6i{P~6~"riPtc 
to transport hrr rcadcrs, shc tells them all 
he latest books III the columns of the Rarlwny 
Are. thc Rrolhzrhood of Lo~onlulrse Ew~irecrs' 
" ~ 
~ & n u l ,  and the ~alfrrnor; and Ohro Mugozr~re 
Altl~ough no nlcntlon 1s madc of an u t~de~g~ound  
ra~lwny, Mtss Cullun d ~ g s  hmeath thc su~face,  a5 a 
member of the Archaolorlral b l ~ c ~ r t v  of Amer~ca 
Wlulc cards in the rnLdio~. anti a ra~lwav brlclcc 
will aroosc great entllus~a& w l ~ r r ~  CIIII&I 
is a t  h1.r IMrrcncc L~h~ar l an ' s  debk a t  Lh? Bureau 
of R,ulway E~onul~licu. 1t 19 saf~ st not to say "rarcls" 
or hrltlee" to her alter I~ours Thc bcauuful - -- 
~ a s h ~ n g t k  cathed~al and the evolur~on of the 
DaughLrrs of thc .-\mcr~can Rcvolutlon are more 
of Congrc\s, and. In summer, 111 a Va~yland town 
to w h d ~  the cdvc rlwellc~rs gavr the n i u s ~ ~ a l  narnc 
of Silvcr Spr~ng, 01 neal l ~ i r  ' lobe housr " La Joyna" 
,n Accq l~~ ;~  hfadrr Road tn, S m t a  Fe Scc also 
Who's Who In Ra~lrnarl~ng 
November, 1931 
MISS Rankln started hfe and learnmg III Mich~gan 
SIw jomrd the ranks of the barl~elors of arts at :Inn 
Arbor, wab contirmcd as  a bachelor - In Ill~rnry 
sctct~cc-at St~ntnons Collcgc and then taught 
tcachers how to  apply I ~ l r a r y  sc~cncc 111 the St.~tc 
Normal Srhnol a t  Ellensburg. Washmglon. Hcre, 
w ~ t h  a tcxtl~uok for her classes, h4isr Itankln bcjiat~ 
the \vrtttng WIIILII s11c has continued so ably in num- 
c ~ o u s  articlcs 111 all our I~hrary lournals, and as 
assoc~nte cdltor of SPECIAL LIBRARIES, cditor- 
~n-c111cf of both the natlonal and N1.w York ducc- 
torws oi the Assoc~at~on, and ol her own Mnnrnpul 
Rcfcre~l~c Ltbrnry Noles 
Radio broadcastmg on CIVICS and lthrnries con- 
tlnucs MISS Rankm's cftcctiv~~ I I Y ~  11f thc spoken 
word OIIC ot thc lust lccturcrs on special lib~nrieu, 
she has heen the char~~pion of Lhv causc of spcctal 
l ib~arics 1x1 I ~ l ~ r a r y  schools, a t  cmlcrtmccs, and 
at  the council board MISS Rankin, as I'rcwrlent 
of tlic Specla1 L~brarvms Aswc~a t~on  IIIIIC yea~b ago, 
aftcr a two-)wu p r ~ f ~ l d c l l ~ y  o1 Llle New Yot k Spccial 
L~brarlcs .4ssoc1at1on, as  nwtnbcr of r i ~ r  lroarrls of 
vat lous New York statc and c ~ t y  librxy a s s ~ c ~ a t ~ o n s  
and of the Staff Assor~at~on of tlic Ucw York I'ubllc 
Library, has devotcd llours of cKrcl lvc work to the 
intcres~b of thc profcss~on - spcakmg, pol~l~sh~ng,  
wrirtng letters Shr says " Thc 1,iIxay profl:wnn 13 
my nvncation aa wcll .15 my vorntlotl, Any one w110 
knmrs 01 hcr Spcc~al L ~ l ~ r a r ~ c s  placcn~cnt work 111 
New Y";k C ~ t y  m g h t  wcll mier that ~t 1s a "labor 
of love. However, shc confcsscb also to great en- 
thlwasni for otllcr rccrcat~ons - for outdoor sr~ortu. 
~nclucllng tennis, t~avcl ,  and trlpplng of ariothcr 
sort (~lnmcly d a n c ~ n ~ )  
In t h ~ s  rl~:venth ycar as  \luntripal ReIerencc LI- 
hrnrmn of thc ClLv of Ncw Yo1 k, MISS Rankin 
may be found enlbymg flo\vrr ga rdcn~ l~g  at llcr 
home 111 Dulrl~s Fcrry, Kcw York. or thc s~tpcrb 
vtcw ol New York 1Iarbor In Ll~c rare ~ntcrvnls of 
I C I S I I I ~  a t  her oliice In Room 2230 of the hfu~uc~pal  
Bu~ldmg. 
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Historical Review of Special Libraries 
Association Publications 
1910-1931 
w I-IEN we consider the publishing program of the  Special Libraries Association since 
its organization in 1909, we think first of t h e  
oficidl organ of the  Associat~on - SPECI,~L 
L I U K A K I ~ ~ S  AS is usual with young organizations, 
funds were scarce, t h o  enthusiasm was unhmited. 
\'olume 1, No. 1, appeared in January 1910. I t  is 
a long cry from tha t  early issue of eight pages 
without advertising to  \'olumc 22, No 6,  t l ie 
Convent~ori Issue of July-August 1931, running 
t o  one hundred and one pages, including paid 
adver t~sements  From thc beginning the  work of 
publishing thc  j o u r ~ ~ a l  has been ;% labor of love 
and  to  all of its Editors tlie Association owcs a 
great debt of appreciation. Special thanks a re  clue 
t o  Mr.  IIerbert 0. Brigham who served a s  Editor 
for six years from 1924 to  1931 and who so  suc- 
cessfully brought in advertising revenue S~ECIAL 
LIURARIES and the Annual Conve~itions have been 
t h e  cli~ef cementing agents of our widely scattered 
membership. 
, . l o  scan the  progress of the  twenty-one years 
of pu1)lishing is interesting and it is also interest- 
ing to  note how closely we have held to  Lhc 
prograIn a s  formulated in tlic first year. The  in- 
fluence of Spec~al L~braries Assoc~ation has made  
itself felt in two ways- by publ~cations ouLsicle 
of the  association t h a t  grew from ideas withm the  
tnembersli~p and promoted by them and b y  those 
aids to  tlie profession actually compiled and  
printed by Sper~a l  L~brar ies  Association. T h e  
Assoc~atiori can well be proud of its acco~nphsli- 
ments. 
In  tlie first issue of SPKCIAL ~ ~ ~ U I ~ ~ R I B S ,  dated 
January 1910, M r  George li'. Lee, a char ter  
member of Spec~al Libraries Association, briefly 
outlined one function of the  newly formed asso- 
ciation a s  fullo\vs: 
"T!I~ business world, after the manner of tl ie 
sc ient~hc world, is ready for a clearing house of 
information. T o  t h ~ s  end the  Spccidl Librmics 
Association can help by the  publishing of relcr- 
ence I~sts.  T h e  completeness or thcve lists must  be  
detcrm~ned by good business judyment; b u t  
special a t t en t~on  should be given to  their annota-  
tion, a h x h  calls for cooperation in order to insure 
thoroughness and impartiality. Comparisons rnny 
b e  needed, and even should they prove odious t o  
some authors and publishers, they might lead t o  
t h e  Association's becoming an  authority. As  t o  
loaning and selling, a s  to  form, as  t o  taking ad- 
vantage of e u i s t i n ~  I~sts,  these, among other 
thlngs, call for consideration." 
Special librarians needed spccial tools and it 
was soon evident tha t  an intens~ve mdcv of trade 
and class journ.ils and trade associat~on publica- 
tions would find a ready market among Spec~sl 
Libraries Assoc~ation members as well as among 
p u b l ~ c  I~brar ians  Financing such an undertaking 
by  so small A group was found 111tLcult so that t he  
idea was talcen over by that  good friend of the  
profcssio~i - the 1-1. IV. LLlson Company - and 
t hc I~~dicst r ia l  .4 rls I1id.t resulted. 
In 1910 another group of Special L~braries 
Association members, t hc  lcg~slat~vc reference 
Ilbrarrans, under the  leadership of Dr. John A. 
Lapp, sought n means of making a ~ c e s s ~ b k  
inforrn,ltion on public a ihirs  At first theircooper- 
ative effort was merely an exchange of type- 
written Ilsts Later  they issued a r~~~riieographed 
l~ulletin of .rva~lable n~a te r~a l .  This was the  
genesis of that  a h i r a b l e  index, Plrlrlrc .4 ffazrs 
I~rfontratrntt .%rvice. The  d e a  o~igmatcd in 
Special Librarics :Issociat~on and it has always 
been fostered and supported by special libr~rians. 
In  1913 a t  the  earnest suggestion of meml~ers 
of Special L ~ b r a ~ i e s  :Issociation, the N e z  l'ork 
T m r z  resunled 11s newspaper index, the puhl~ca- 
tion of \vli~cli long-established rekrence l ~ s t  had 
stopped in 1909. 
For several years thereafter the Asmiation In 
add i t~on  t o  the niagannr  produced only reprints 
of t~rliely articles and special b~bliogrqllies 
or~ginally prmtccl in Sracr.iL I,IDH\RIES. 
Tlie first rc,lume to bear the 1111prlnt of t h e  
Special L~bra r i c s  Associatio~~, a Directory of 
Sperial Libraries, Ras publislierl in 1921. The  
Pres~tlcnt of the  A s s o r ~ a t i ~ ~ n ,  Uorsey \\'. IJydc, 
cditccl t he  list and  rt was a most constructive 
picce of work. This  list of l~brarics co\ering one 
Iit~nclrc~t and tu-cnty-three pJges called ottentiun 
t o  the  steady iri~rease in tlic 11111nbcr of special 
Ilbrarics slncc thc  s[jpear.lntr of the tirst edition 
of fixe and one half pages in the April 1910 issue 
of the o f i r ~ a l  orgdn SPLCI.U. Ll[cl< tRILS.  
IJntil 1926 each president e~icourdged publicn- 
tions of the  .+sociation, but all printed nlatter 
was sponsored and  distributed independently by  
local chapters, by groups 111 the tlssoc~at~on and 
by  conrm~ttecs for the Association as a \\hole, 
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with a resulting variety in form and method of 
treatment. A general policy was therefore deemed 
essential to insure a uniform standard of excel- 
lence of material and format that  should reflect 
credit on the Association and on the profession. 
In November 1926, the retiring President, 
Daniel N. Handy, reported t ha t  the Association 
had organized a Publication Committee under an 
efficient chairman, Miss Rebecca 3. Rankin. 
The first report of the Publication Committee 
was made a t  the Toronto, Canada, Conference in 
June 1927. At the February 1928 meeting of 
Special Libraries Association Executive Board, 
President Cady appointed an  Advisory Conl- 
mitiee on Publications to consult wrtli Miss 
Hankin, chai~man, concerning future policies. 
The  matter was discussed thoroughly and the 
following conclusions were reached: 
"That nothing which the Association can do is 
so important as its publications. Its reputation 
depends t o  t he  greatest extent on its publications 
a s  thc Association is judged by its printed ma- 
terial. Publicity for the Association is dependent 
upon its publications. The usefulness of the Asso- 
ciation to its individual and its institutional 
members depends upon the value of its source 
lists and bibliographies. The increasing of its 
membership depends largely upon what the As- 
sociation has t o  give, which can most readily be 
done by means of publications. Therefore it be- 
hooves the  Association t o  lay out a plan for its 
publications which will produce lists of books, 
bibIiographies and other printed material of 
excellent content and in the best bibliographical 
form. 
"In order t o  reach a high standard in the con- 
tent  and the  form of its publications, it is pro- 
posed that  a Committee on Publications of say 
five capable persons who are cxpericnced in edit- 
ing and publishing be appointed. This committee 
ahall encourage the  groups, committees, local 
assmiations and individuals t o  compile lists of 
books, bibliographies, prepare texts, handbooks 
or  directories for publication, or shall initiate 
ideas upon which groups may be asked to work. 
Thc  field should be surveyed by the Committee 
and  suggestions made for publications which are 
really needed. There should exist close coopera- 
tion between the officers and this Committee and 
between chairmen of all groups and locals so that 
the  Committee may know what is being under- 
taken, can give advice on what is in demand, and 
so that waste effort on the part  of any group in 
compiling what is not needed may be eliminated." 
The recommendations of the  Advisory Com- 
mittee were accepted, and it is gratifying to see 
these suggestions embodied in the action taken 
by the Executwe Board. 
From 1928 to  date the Publication Comtniitec 
has been under the direction of Miss Linda H. 
Morley and it is through her expert guidance that 
the Association has brought t o  a successful issue 
the well printed bibliographies of the last three 
years. 
A chronolog~cal list of publications con~~i led  by
Special Libraries Ansociation, ite locals, groups 
and committees, and with a few exceptions, pub- 
lished by them follows. The imprint is given for 
the few not actually published by the Association. 
The information about items on the list has 
been collected from many sources. Undoubtedly, 
there are other publications of which we have no 
record. The Publication Committee will welcome 
add~tions and corrections t o  this list. We would 
also like to receive copies of the publications 
prheded by 7 from any members who can spare 
them for the Official File. Those preceded by * 
are available a t  He.idquarters office, 345 Hudson 
Street, New York City. 
Carabln, Maude A. (Libranan, Detroit Edlson Company). 
Work of the Detrolt 5iieon Company's library; address 
dcllvered a t  the annual rneetlng of the S N a l  Llbrarles 
Amla t ion ,  Aebury Park, June 30. IYlb; reprinted from 
S p l r ~ r h ~  LIBRARIES, October 1916. 
Special Llbranen A~sociallon. Cumulative Index to SPECIAL 
LIBRARIH~, Vol. 1-6, 1910-1915. prepared b y  E. C. Tut- 
tle, Rendmg. Ma-. 1916 (Z). 26 P. 
Nyatrom, Paul H. (Director, Bureau of Merchandlslng 
Reeeruch. International Magazlnc C o m w y ) .  Buslncss 
library as a n  inveatrnent; rcprlnted from S P X C I ~  
Lmrunrss, September 1917. 
Special Librariee Awodatron. Specla1 librarlca dircctory. 
edited by Dorsey W. Hydc, Jr Washington, D. C. 1921. 
123 p 
Wyde, Dorsey W., Jr. (Unlted Stntcs Chambr  of Com- 
merce. Prca S. L A.). Worlrslm~s for aspembllng buslnw 
facts, wlth a n  introductory note by Herbert Hoover: 
publ~ahed for the Specid Libraries Aasoclatlon by the 
American Library AasOclation Publishing Board. Chicago, 
1921.24 p. 
fS&nl Librarlea A d a t i o n  of Boston. Dlmtory of ape- 
clnllibrarles In Bostonandvlclnlty,compiledby the . . . : 
publlahed by the  City of Doston . . . in compliment t o  
the Amerlcan L ~ b r a r y  Amclatlon . . . 1921. 40 p. 
tSpcual LLbrarles Aaeoclatlon of Boaton. Unlon llat of peri- 
odlcala and annuah  taken by eleven apcclnl libranea in  
Doaton. March 1921. 16 p. 
*Special Librancs Aasodatlon - Commlttee on CoBpera- 
tion with the Department of Commerce. Commercial 
librnrlerr and the  Deportment of Commerce; a rewrt  to 
Herbert C Hoover. Ssretary of Commerce, by the . . . 
H. H. B. Meyer. Chalrman: edited by Dormey W Hyde, 
Jr., Presldent, Special Librarles Asmclatlon. Waahlngton, 
D. C 1922 23  p. 
Hamnr, Wllllam A. (Awlstant D~rector. Mellon Institute of 
Industrial Research). Bibliogmphy, the foundation of 
suentlfic research. Reprinted from SPECIAL LIURARIBS, 
Vol. 14, No. 3. March-April 1923. 
*Specla1 Libraries Affiwat~on - Committee on Methods. 
Prelimmaw report on findmgs of the . . . May 1923. 
31 P. 
Special Llbrariea Council of Philadelphia - Dlrfftory Com- 
rnlttee. Directory of the libraries of Phlladelpllia and 
vlcmty, publinhed for the . . by the Speclal Llbrariea 
Assoc~ation. Wanllington, D C. 1923. 15 p. Supplement 
to SPECIAL IBRARIES, June 1923. 
*Krause, Loulse B. (Librarian, H. M. Bylleaby & Com- 
pany). Employer selects a buslness librarian; paper read 
before the Chicago Llbrary Club. March 6, 1924. Boston. 
Maw. Specla1 Librarles Assofcat~on. 1924. 4 p. (Reprint 
from SPECIAL IIIRAYIRS.) 
Hartment, Dalsy A. Brooklyn Eagle's reference department. 
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Rovldence. R. I. 1924 (?). Reprinted from SPECIN. 
LtnRAnlEs for January 1924. 
*Speual Libraries Awlation.  Cumulattd l n d u  to SPECIU 
LlaRARIes, Val. 1-13, January 1910-December 1922, 
complled by Charlotte G Noyes, Libmrian. Jackson 
Laboratory, E. I. du Pont de Nemours 8r Company, 
Wllmlngton, Del. Boston. Mass. 1924.46 p. 
Spmal Llbraries Assoclatlon - Committee on Commercial 
' Information Services. Handbaok of commercial Informa- 
tlon aervlces. Washington. D. C. 1924. 97 p. 
*Gonuage, Ralph (Assistant Libmrian, Munlclpal Referencc 
Libr~ry. New York Cily). Foreign bureaus of Information 
In New York Clty. 1925. 8 p Informatlon Bulletln, no. 2. 
Supplement to SPECIAL IUIURIES, July 1925. 
Bmwn, Raymond N. (Enginnnng Societies Library, N. Y.). 
Recent tmhnical b~bllograpbus. 1925 8 p. Supplement to 
SPECIAL ~ o m r f f i ,  March 1925. 
Wray, Elizabeth (Llbrarian. Uruted States Rubher Co.). 
Source list of statistics of the rubber ~nduatry, compiled 
for the Technolow Group of the Special Libraries heso- 
aation 1925. 9 p. Multlgraphed. 
*Speaal M b m n  A m a t i o n .  Special l ~ b r a r i u  dlmtory,  
.second cdltion, compiled by May Wilmn. Librarian, The 
Merchants Associatlon of New York: edtted by Rebena 
B. Rankin, L~branan, Munlcipal Reference Library, New 
York Clty; lntroductlon by John Cotton Dana. Librarian, 
Newark I;m Publlc Llbmry. New York, 1925 251 p. 
Special Llbraries Aasodatlon - Membership Commlt lee. 
Has your attentlon ever been called to  the Special 
Llbraries Assoclatlon? February 23, 1925. 4 p. 
Petersen. Amcs Joy (L~branan. Milwaukee Journal). 
Newapapr Ilbrarians: Chp;mizing the newspaper group, 
an account of the movement among newspaper llbnrians 
for Improved mcthods nnd morc efficient aervice through 
conference and coOperat~on. Boston, Mas.% Fcbreary 
1925 8 p. Leaflet. no 2. 
Rankin, Rebecca U. (Librarian, Munlcipal Reference LI- 
brary. New York). Special L i b d a n  Gseociatlon; Its 
begknnlngs and ~ t s  achievements, reprinted from SPECIAL 
L r s ~ n m  for September 1924. Boston. Mass. January 
1925. 8 p. leaflet. no 1. 
Handy, Danlcl N. (Llbrarian Insurance Library Association 
of Boston) and Greenman, Edward D. (Aselstant Diru-  
tor, N. Y. State Bureau of MuntclpaLGovernmcnt). Why 
a coderenre of special Ilbranans? Two answers, Boston. 
Mass. March 1925. 4 p. Leaflet, no. 3,-also iuued as 
Leaflet no. 4, with tltle. To thc Managing Editor Why 
hold a conference of newspaper Iibrarlans7 Two answers 
April 1925. 4 p. 
Specla1 Libmrles Associatlon - Technology Group - Ex- 
hibit Commlttee Value of the company library; compiled 
by the . . . for the library exhibit held a t  the Amer~ran 
Cae A3muat1on. Atlantlc City. October 12-16, 1925. 
1915 (7). 27 p. 
Soeclal Llbrarres As4oaation of Boston. Directory of the 
epecial hbraries in Boston and vicmlty: first edltlon- 
February 1920; second edition - June 1921; third edition 
-February 1925. Boston. Mnsa. 1925 38 p. 
S P L C I ~  Llbrarics Assoclatlon of Boston. L ~ s t  of members, 
January I, 1925. Boston, Mass. 1925. 8 p. 
Wray, Elizabeth (Llbrarlan, United States Rubber Co.). 
Source list ot statlstlca of the rubber industry; ndditlons, 
1926, compiled for the Tccllnolog~ Group of the Sveclal 
Llbranes Aasociation. 1926 (7). 3 p. Multlgraphed. 
*Special Llbmnes Asscaatlon - Technolow Group - 
Committee on lllnnhatlon. B~bliognplly of Illumlnation, 
1924-1925. prtcedcd by a brief historical blbllopra~hy. 
1926. 24 p. Iniormatlon Bulletin. no. 3. New York. 
Specral Llbrarnes Amintion - Technologv Group - Com- 
mittee on Illumination. Bibliognphy on Illumlnation. 
1925-1926. Cleveland, Ohlo 1926. 26 p. Informat~on 
Bulletln, no. 4. 
Special Ltbraries A d a t l o n  Books for the atreet railmy 
Ilbrary; . . . library uhlblt  American Electric Rallaray 
Association, annual convention. Clevelend. Ohio. October 
3-7, 1927 (2) 20 p. 
*Speual Librarles Awouatlon. Cumulated l n d u  to SPBCLAL 
LlsRA~las. Vol. 14-17, Jnnuai-y 1923-Dsember 1926, 
compilcd by Charlotte G. Noyes, Librarinn, Experimental 
Station, B. I. du Pont de Nemoun and Company. Wd- 
rntngton, Del. Cleveland. Ohm 1927. 20 p. 
Special Llbrnrits Aaaociation - Exldblt Committn. Value 
of the company library; Library Exhibit. American Elec- 
trlc Rnilway Asaoclatron, annual convention, CBveland, 
Ohlo. October 3 7 .  1927. New York. American Electric 
Railway Amiatiun.  1927. 6 fold 
*Special Libraries A d a t i o n  - Technology Group - 
Committee on Illuminauon. Uib1lopr;lphy on ~llumiru- 
tion. 1926-1927. Prdvldence, R. I. 1927. 4Op. Information 
Bulletin, no. 5. 
S&al Llbrarlca AluociaLion oi  Southern California. D i m  
tow of special libraries of California, compiled by the 
. . . and Spedal Libranea Aasociatlon of S n  F r d a m  
and vicinity. Providcme, R I. 1927. 8 p. 
Petcrscn, Agnm J. (Llbrarlan. The Milwaukee J~DIIMI;  
Chairman of the Committee on Methodsof theNwmpaw~ 
Group of Special Libtarica A d a t l o n ) .  American news- 
paper library pract~cc; a summary of Lhe methods and sub 
Lcms In uae in seven newspaper librarles. submitted nt the 
fifth annual Conference of Newepnper Librarians, a t  
Toronto, Ont., June 20-22. 1927. nnd rcpnnted from 
SPECIAL L m u n l r s .  ProvIde~~cc~ R I. S d a l  Libraries 
Assoelation. 1928. 8 p. 
*Specla1 Libraries Aaroclatlon - Boston Chapter. Directory 
of specla1 llbnries in Boaton and vicinity; fourth edillun. 
November 1928. Boston, Mnsa. 1928. 24 p. 
*Spx~al L ~ b m l e s  A d a t i o n  - Commcm'al-Tcdlnicd 
Groap- Committee on Illuminatmn. Blbllogmplly on 
~llumlnntion, 1927-1928. Providence. R. I. 1928. 32 p. 
Information Bulletin, no. 8. 
*Special Llbraries Asmuation - Commeranl-Tcfhnlcal 
Group-Electrical Englncerin~ Committee. Bibliom- 
phy of electrical Ilterature. Provldence. R. I. 1928. 62 p. 
Informatlon Bulletin, no. 6. 
Spxial Llbrarles hssoclation -Committee on Tranapmta- 
tlon-Sub-Committee on Steam Railway Tranawrtn- 
tmn. Railway tmsportatlon; same boob, pamphleu and 
other matcrlnl published 1925-1927, cornplled by . . . 
1928. 60 p. Multlmphed. 
Spcaal Librnries Aaswiat~on - Membership Commlttn. 
Spmal Llbrnrin ABsoclntlon. its seope and alms. 1928.8 p. 
Speaal Llbrnrin A d a t l o n  - New York Chapter. Mrec- 
tory of s m a l  l lhradu in the Ncw York metmpditan 
dlstr~ct. Provldena. R. I. 1928. 22 P. 
*Spedal Librartes Association - Rubber Commit lee. Bibli- 
ograplly on rubber technology. June 1926Decemlu 1921. 
Providence. R. I. 1928. 81 p. Informatlon Bullctln, no. 7. 
*Special Librarles As~oc~atTon -CommerclaETechnical 
Group - Committee on IlluminaLion. Bibliognph~ on 
~llumlnation. 1928-1929, publ~sl~ed w t h  the colipcmtion 
of tile Illuminating Engineering Society. Rovidenac. 
R .  I. 1929. 37 p. Informatlon Bulletin, no. 9; 
*Special Llbrariee Asaa~ation - F~nanclal Croup- Bibli- 
ography Committee. DCscrlptive list for use in ncquirin~ 
and discarding United Statea government pcriodEenl 
mlmmgraphed statements; including advance MrSa IF- 
l e w s ,  preliminary and informal reports issued a t  f m u e n t  
intervals, with notea indlcatlng the permanent documcnta 
in which the data appear if repuhllslled, compiled by . . . 
Prov~der~ce. R I. 1929, 76 p, hiult~graphed. 
Spcual Libraries Asaoclation - Flnanclal Group - Bibli- 
opraplly Committee. Periodiwl m~mcographed publlca- 
tions of Unlted Stntm Government Bureaus; prm re- 
leaaea, prellmiuary and i~lforrnal statelncnts !sued at  
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rrgular Intervals; compiled by . . . 1929. 76 p. MIII~I- 
m p h e d  (Prepared for and distnbuted a1 Convenllon 
and later issued under above title.) 
Spend  Llbraries Assoclation - Financlal Group - Com- 
mittee on Library Exhlb~t Ran? Ilbrary; what it la and 
what it does. New York. N. Y. Amerlcan Bankers Asao- 
d a t ~ o n  1929.38 p Also Isaued in 1928 and 1925. 
Special Llbrarles Assoclation - financial Group - Exllib~t 
Committee Sources of investment informallan. comp~led 
for the Investment Pankers Association of America, by 
. . . Chlcago. Ill. I. B. A,. Educational Department. 
tSpff~al Libraries As90~lal10n. Ihbhography on rubber 
t c c h n o l o ~ .  1924-1925; section 1 - latex and raw rubbcr, 
compiled by Fdlth L Shearcr, for the Commerwal- 
, Teci~nlcal Group 1930. 14 p. Mulllg~aphed. 
Conrad. Wlll C (Edltonal writer. Milwaukee Journal) 
Getting what you haven't got. 1930. 8 p. Leaflet, no. 8. 
*Speual L~bra r~es  Assouation List of members, 1930 
Provldcnce. R I. 1930 24 p. 
Alcott. W~lliam (1-ibrarian. Boston Globe). Newspaper 
group of Spmal Libraries Assoclatlon; what It is, what it 
has done. what it Is doing 1930. 4 p. Leaflet, no. 10. 
Spxial Llbrarics Associatlon Scope and purpose of the 
S L. A 1930 8 p LealleL. no. 7 
Speual Iibrarics Assmation. %ope and purpose of the 
S. L A. 1930 8 p. Leaflet. no 7a 
fSpedal L~brancs Assoclnt~os. Some institutional members 
of the . 1930 6 p. 
Specla1 L~hrnriea Assocmlion. The . . , organ~zatlon for 
1929-1930 1930. 4 p Leaflet. no. 6 
Spedal Libraries Assoeiat~on The . . ; organi7ation for 
1929-1930 1930 4 p Leaflet, no. 6% 
Special L~brarics A.wociat~on. Why join tilt Special Llbra- 
ries Assouation? 1930 (?) 8 p. 
Spmal  L~braries Asrociat~on - Financlal Group - Com- 
mittee an Llbrary Exlllblt. Bunk I~brary; why? when? 
where? how? 1930 66 p. 
Speual L~brarles Assouation - Flnancial Group - E x h ~ b ~ t  
Commlttce Sources of invcstmcnt information, compiled 
for the Investment Bankers Assouat~on of Arncrlca, by 
. . . , rev~seded~t~on,  1930. Chlcano. Ill Investment Dank- 
crs Assoc~at~on of Amer~ca - Educational Department. 
October 1930 86 p. 
T S w a l  L~brarles Association - Technical-Commercial 
Group. Bibliography on rubber tcchnoiogy, 1924-1925. 
1926-1930, seven scctlons 
Sectlon 1 -Latex and raw rubber, comp~led by E d ~ t h  
L. Shearer 1930 14 p. 
Section? - Compound~ng~ngred~ents, ~nclud~ngorgan~c 
acccleratorb, comp~led by E h t h  L Shearer 1926 21p 
Sectlon 3 - Phys~cv of rubber, lnclud~nr physical and 
mcchan~cal tesung, comp~led by E d ~ t h  L. Shearer. 
1926. 15 p. 
Section 4-Chcn~~stry of rubber, includ~ng chemical 
analybia, cotnp~led by Edlth L. Shearer. n.d. 10 p. 
Section 5 - Manufacturing methods and dev~ces ap- 
Pl:cable to rubber goods In general, comp~led by Jose- 
phlne A. Cushman 1926. 24 p. 
Section 6 -S~nlhct ic  rubber and rubber subst~tutes. 
compilcd by Jul~an P Sm~th.  1926 3 p. 
Secllon 7 - Recla~m~np rubber, compllcd by Ro?e 
Vormelkcr. 1926 4 p. 
*Sncclal L~hraries Assoclatlon of San Franclwo. Directory of 
611euai llbrar~cs of Cailforn~a, comp~led by the . . and 
Southcrn Callfornla Chapter of the Special Ltbraries 
Asw'at~on Prov~dcnce, R. I. 1930 28 p. 
*Sword, Ruth (Librar~an. Council on Foreign Relat~ons) 
and Keefer, Pcarl M (Indexer and Cataloger) comp. 
Unlon list of perlod~eals in specl.il hbranes of the New 
York hletrapol~tan District. New Tork, publ~si~ed for the 
New York Special Librar~es Associat~on by H. W. W~lson 
& Co. 1931 238 p. 
*New York Specinl Libnrlcs Aasodatlon - Directory Com- 
mit&. Special libraria d~rcctory of the New York Metro- 
polltan Dmtrlct. New York. 1931. 85 p. 
*Specla1 Llbraries Asaocintion. Handlmk of commercial' 
and finnnual acmcea. Providencc, R. I. 1931. 95 p. 
*Special Llbrarics Asociatlon. Stat~sticn on commodlt~es, 
a chart showing current soureca of Informat~on, prepared 
through the suggestion and colperatlon of hlr. W. P. 
Cutter of the Dakcr Llbrary of Harvard University, by 
a S ~ c l a l  Libranes sub-commlttee . . . 1931. 1 p. chart. 
Import3 and cxporta; ~ndexes; prlcea; production; sales; 
stntlstlcs 
*Spcc~al Libraries Asaodation-Commereial-Tecllniml 
Group - Commlttee on Illumination, tl~bhography on 
illumination, July 1929-July 1930, compded by . . . ; 
publiahcd by Illuminating Englneerlng SoeieLy In Trans- 
actions. Vol m i .  1931, p 611463, and reprinted for 
Spedal Llbrarics Amla t lon .  New York. 1931. 52 p. 
Information Bulletm, no. 12. 
*Spcual Llbrarles Assoeiotlon - Commerc~al-Technical 
Group - Commiltee on Trade D~rector~es for First 
Purchase. Trade directories, comp~led by . . . repnnt 
from SPBCIAI. LIBRARIES, May-June 1931, Supplement. 
1931. 12 p Information Bulletin, no. 10. 
*Specla1 L~bra r~es  Assouation - Commcrcial-Teclmiml 
Group - Electrical Engineering Committu. B~bllog- 
raphy of b~bl~ographles In eleclr~cal engineering. 1918- 
1929, complled by the . . . ; ed~tcd b y  Katharlne Mny- 
nard, V a ~ l  L~branan. Mallsachusetts Institute of Tc:lr- 
nolow. Prondence. R. I. 1931. 156 p. Informallon Uulle- 
1111, no. 11. 
Special Llbranes Aasouat~on - Flnancial Group. Tentatlve 
sublect heading l ~ s t  for Gnanclal Ilbraries, prepared by 
. . . June 1931. 25 p. Mulligraphed. 
Specldl L~brarles Asaouatron - Iilnnncial Group - Bx- 
Iubit Comm~Ltee Calendar of business atntlstlcs. Jnursl- 
m n l  Bnnk~ng. Vol. 1, July 1931. 4 p. Supplement. 
*Special L ~ b r m e a  A w x ~ a t ~ o n  -Southern California 
Cl~aptcr. Union list of pcriod~cala In libraries of Southern 
Cahforma. 2d cd~tion rev~scd and enlarged. Las Angcles, 
Cahf. 1931. 221 p. 
tUnited Statcs - Mines Bureau. Recent art~cles on petro- 
leum nnd allled substances. San Franusco (Cal~f.). Quar- 
tcrly, etc. Compiled In coilpcrat~on wlth the American 
Petroleum Inst~tute nnd thc Spec~al L~brar~ea Assoclarion. 
Publications to Which the Publication Committee 
Has Found Reference But Has Not Seen 
tAlcott, W. Newspa~er library; a parer rend bcforc thc 
S. L A. of Boston on Seplember 20, 1923. 
tSpec~al L~bra r~es  Asaoc~at~on of Boslon- CommiLLee. 
Directory of Llbrarles and other aourccs of ~nformat~on  in 
Boston and v~c in~ ty .  1920. 
TLlbrary Club of Clevcland nnd VriniLy. Handbook of 
L~brnrics ~n Clcvcland and vlclnity. 1924. 
tPetersen, A. J. Organlzat~on of tiic newtlpapcr group. 1924. 
Reprinted from Eddor ni~d Prblrrhtr, July 15, 1924. 
?Special Libranes Aasoc~atlon - Iimanc~al Group. Bank 
costs, reading lists. 1925. 
1Srxc1al L~braries Assoc~nt~on -Bmanclal Group. Brar~ch 
banking; readlna lists 1925. 
tSpec~al L~braries Associatlon - Ii~nancial Group. InveaL- 
rnent trusts; readma lists. 1925. 
+Union llst of period~cals in Pittsburgh. 1928. 
tSpcc~al L~braries Association - Membersh~p Commlttee. 
Mcmbcrsh~p leaflrt, no. 5. 
tSpcclal Llbrarics Assoc~ntion- hlembershlp Cornm~ttee. 
Membership leaflet, no 9. 
tSpec~al Llbrarlcs Council of Ph~ladclpll~n and Vicin~ty. 
Llbrarles of Piilladelghln and ~ t s  environs, n.d. 
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Special Libraries Association's New 
Publications Policy 
The Executive Roard of Special Libraries Asso- 
ciation a t  its meeting on October 10,1931, adopted 
the following pol~cies and authorized the pro- 
cedure involved as  outlined below: 
1. Tha t  publication projects be submitted t o  
the Publication Committee in the planning 
stage in order to prevent waste of eflort on 
the part of committees on projects for 
which a market cannot be found or which, 
for any other reason, cannot be published. 
Copies of the detailed schedules or in- 
structions prepared for the guidance of 
cooperators should also be sent to  t h e  
Publication Committee a s  soon a s  these 
are worked out. I t  is obvious, however, 
that a positive decision cannot bearrived 
a t  as to  the advisability of publication b y  
the Association until the completed roj- 
ect is received by the Publication &m- 
nuttee. 
2. When a publication project is tentatively 
approved by the Publ~cation Conlmittee 
it shall be submitted t o  the Executive 
Board for approval. When the project is 
completed, final decision will be made by 
the Publication Committee, estimates for 
printing secured and the President's 
0. I<, obtained for the expenditures for 
printing and initial advertismg of each 
publication. T h ~ s  plari is proposed in 
order t o  cut down on the  lag between 
completion of manuscript and distribu- 
tion of the publication which in the past 
has been a serious handicap. The com- 
mittee shall be responsible for editing, 
putting through the press, size of edition, 
setting of sale price and the planning of 
ad~ert is ing and . publicity through i t s  
subcommittee on publicity. 
3. Publ~cations and publicity material, in ac- 
cordance with the instructions of t h e  
publicity chairman, shall be sent out b y  
the headquarters office. Records of sales 
including mailmg lists of purchasers a n d  
g rospects with titles bought by each shall e kept for publicity purposes, and sta-  
tistics of sales and stock forwarded t o  
Publication Committee monthly for each 
publication rather that1 merely by groups 
of publicat~ons as heretofore. 
4. This policy is to  apply t o  all publications 
which are financed wholly or in part from 
association funds, z.e., Publications for 
sale, including those reprinted from 
magazine, publicat~ons to  be used for 
publicity by headquarters, groups, locals, 
membersh~p committee, etc. 
If approved by the Publication Committee, 
local chapters, groups or committees 
may issue a publication over their own 
imprint with funds obtained from other 
sources if they so desire. The Publication 
Committee should decide whether such 
publications should be sent t o  institu- 
tional members free of charge as  well as 
publications of the national body. 
5. Immediately after the annual meeting of 
e x h  group and local chapter a form letter 
shall be sent out from the headqu~rters 
office over the name of the national presi- 
dent briefly stating the functions of the 
Publication Committee and asking that 
information on present publ~cation proj- 
ects be supplied to the Publiution Cotn- 
mittee and on future projects as evolved, 
on forms provided, so that they may be 
kept informed in accordance w ~ t h  KO 1 
above and also that the publication 
budget can be prepared. 
6.  That the Publiwtion Committee be given a 
petty cash fund of $100 to cover postage, 
express, and current advertising to sell 
stock of publ~cations on hand after init~al 
publicity campaign. The coat of the 
mitial publicity shall be inclucled In the 
original appropriation asked by the Publi- 
cation Committee for publish in^ purposes 
7. The Publicat~on Committee shall analyze 
publication costs, sales a r~d  returns on 
publicity, so that an intell~gent publica- 
tion program can be establ~shed 
8. Having such records availnblr, ~t becomes 
possible, and desirable, that the Publica- 
tion Committee recom~nend the compila- 
tion of new editions of out of date or o p. 
publications as well as new compilations 
for which they see a market, and recom- 
mend to the Executive Roard the appoint- 
ment of committees to orenare such 
. . 
material. 
9. A tentative check list for set-up of bibliogra- 
phies has been prepared and when ap- 
proved will be mimeographed and sent to  
group and low1 officers or compiling com- 
mittees, with letter provided for in No 5 
above, in order that the material prepared 
cooperatively be consistel~tly prese~~ted. 
What Shall Special Libraries Association 
Publish? 
Present Acflvifier and Future Proiects 
Two of the princ~pal purposcs to be attained by 
the publication policy of our Association are first, 
to  compile and print professional tools, valuablc 
primarily Lo our mentbcrs, which cannot be put . 
out by commerc~al publishers because ol the slight 
prospect of profit; and second, to prepare and 
issue publications useful to our mcnlbers but also 
useful to many persons and organizations outside 
of the Special Libraries Association, the larger 
sale of which will cover losses on the first group, 
and thus balance our budget This second kmd of 
publication also gains recogn~tion and prestige 
for the Association and wdl budd a gradually 
widening market for all of the things we print. 
This in brief is the program toward which the 
Publication Committee is working. 
Careful thought and much critical judgment 
must be exercised however in the choice of the 
professional tools selected for co~npilation and 
publication. If a publication 1s restr~cted to a 
single subject its market is too restr~cted LO make 
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11 any sales, and the larger the pamphlet or book 
the larger the amount of Speclal Libraries Asso- 
c~ation capital which is tied up in unsold stock, 
although only a small part of our mernbersh~p is 
benefited. 
On the other hand, if we concentrate on the 
preparation and printing of specialized hand- 
books, manuals, indexes and guides that facilitate 
information and research scrvice, that reduce the 
t m e  requ~red in the use of certain type sources, 
or opcn up new channels of information and are 
not restr~cted to narrow subjects, a much larger 
part of our membership wilI benefit and our sales 
will more nearly cover the cost of prirlting. 
The Publication Committee wants t o  know 
what our members would like t o  have printed. 
What new reference tools are needed? In the 
day to day search for information, special li- 
brarians must frequently wish for some compila- 
tion not now in existence. The Publication 
Cornn~~ttee would like to have any suggestions of 
this kind now and whenever they occur t o  you. 
If it 1s something that would have a sale to others 
as well, so much the better. Send your suggestions 
to the chairn~an of the Publication Committee or 
t o  the Secretary's office so that this year's pro- 
rgam can be planned. 
1571iile bibliographies seem an obvious thing for 
librarians t o  compile and publish, experience has 
shown that it has been the exception where enough 
copies of such publications have been sold to pay 
the cost of printing. This seems to indicate that 
Special L~braries Association funds should not 
frequently be used to print the ordinary un- 
annotated, unintleved bibliography on a s~ngle 
subject. The compiling of bibliographies is a 
function that can better be carried on by Special 
Libraries Assoc~at~on groups ~n codperation with 
groups of other associations having the same 
subject interests. T h ~ s  has been done for the 
last six years by the Illuminating Committee of 
S. L. A. with the financial cooperation of the 
Illuminating Engineering Society. This cbopera- 
tive method distributes thc cost of the work of 
compilation and the expense of printing among 
the persons who will benefit most from the under- 
taking. The Publication Committee will be glad 
to aid groups and committees in working out 
sinular plans whenever desired. 
Therc are some projects under way and some 
suggestions made to the Publication Committee 
tn which you may be interested. We would like to 
have your reactions to these suggestions and we 
need to know both those you want and those that 
you think would not be desirable. 
An excellent manual on the organization of an 
insurance library has just been completed by 
Mr. Handy and a comn~ittee of the Insurance 
Group and is to be printed immediately. Similar 
shorter pamphlets have been prepared by the 
financial, electric railway and technology groups 
in connection with exhibits a t  the conventions of 
their trade associations. The suggestion has been 
made by Miss Alexander that t h e  Association 
publish a general manual on the organization of a 
special library but not confined t o  t h e  library in 
any one subject. Miss Rankin says headquarters 
could use such a pamphlet in answering many 
requests and probably many members are asked 
for advice by organizations contemplating the 
establishment of a special l~brary. 
A committee of the Commercial-Technical 
Group, headed by Miss England of the Civics 
Department of Detroit Public Library,  is work- 
ing on a list of specialized reference tools or 
sources. Each publication in this l i s t  will be cle- 
scribed and the whole will be fu l ly  indexed. It 
will include primarily only very specialized and 
intensive sources not in the Mudge  "Guide t o  
Reference Books." This is an example of a com- 
pilation useful t o  many special librarians irre- 
spective of their subject Interests and also useful 
to public and university libraries. I t  i s  planned to 
publish this volume next spring. 
Another project, which has been sug.gested by 
Miss Manley of the Newark Business Branch, is 
the compilation of a handbook of t r a d e  directories 
similar in arrangement t o  the "Handbook of 
Commercial and Financ~al Services." It would 
include about 300 directories, with a description 
of each and a detailed analytical indcx.  The Com- 
mittee would like to know how many of our 
members would like to have such a handbook 
published. 
The latest edition of the national "Special 
Libraries Directory" was published in 1925. 
Do the more recent local special l ibrary directo- 
ries and "American Library Directory" take the 
place of a national directory or do members want 
a new edition? 
An annual classified list of research projects in 
process has been suggested as a desirable publi- 
cation activity for Special Libraries Association. 
So frequently special librarians w a n t  information 
not yet in print that it would be invaluable to 
know persons and organizations w h o  are carrying 
on investigations. Lists of research projects in a 
few subjects are being printed, but t h e r e  is no list 
covermg business and we would probably find a 
rcady market lor such a list a m o n g  busirress 
houses. Business librar~ans generally know where 
such investigations are being conducted in their 
special field and by collecting information from 
our members the Special Libraries Association 
could prepare a very creditable list each year. 
These are some of the projects o n  which the  
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Publication Committee would like to have a n  
expression of opinion from as many members a s  
possible. We want to know which of these projects 
you would like to see carried out. The Committee 
will welcome also extended constructive sug- 
gestions for other publications lor which members 
think there is a demand. 
Summary 
What Publicatrons Can Do for the Special Libraries 
Association 
What Assoclalton Members Ca i~  Do to Promo~c 
Special Librartes Associalion Publishing 
Program 
1. Suggest new and markctable projects for 
publication. 
2. Suggest new editions needed. 
3 Point out duplicat~on of effort. 
4. Help finance new publ~cat~ons by sale of 
advertising. 
5. Spread news of publ~cations to persons who 
should be interested. 
1. Increase prestige of Special Libraries 6 Send news of reviews of Sperial Libraries 
h i a t i o n .  Association publications to Publicity 
2. Advertise the Assmiation. Chairman. 
3. Secure new members. 7. Cobperate with Editor O~SPECIALLIDR~RIES. 
4. Increase the revenue of the Association. 8. Secure new subscriptions to SPECI i~ 
5. Provide valuable tools for members. LIDRARIES. 
Digest of Business Book Reviews 
Compiled by the staff of the Businear Branch 
of the Public Library, Newark, N. I. 
Angus, 2. Z. B. Investment. Macmillan, 1930. 
$8.00. 
"Mr. Angas has written a modern book on 
investment policy, founded on thc principle of 
investment for capital appreciation." Tlre 
Bankw,  July 1930, p. 82. 130 words. 
"Although the text for the most part is con- 
sistently technical, the author discloses a 
rcrnarkably deep insight into the  myriad 
psychological weaknesses that stock traders are 
heir to." Americati Barrkcrs Associalion Jour- 
nal,  April 1931, p. 849. 75 words. 
"Published in Great Britain, this book is 
well qual~fied to receive the same warm recep- 
tion in this country that has been accorded ~t 
by English reviewers " h f l t s f r i a l  Digust, 
April 1931, p. 39. 195 words. 
"The discussion is more nearly one of specu- 
lation, or of trading, than of investment as the 
term is generally used and understood in tlus 
country." L. H. Sloan. Jour?inl of the  Americalz 
Statislical Association, June 1931, p. 339. 550 
words. 
"The author wr~tes for both the professional 
and ~ r i v a t e  investor." System, March 1931, 
Alkins, P. M. Bank Secondary Reserves and In- 
vestment Policies. Bankers Pub. Co., 1930. 
$2.50. 
"The result is a conciseandcor~~plete tr atise 
on the investment problems of commercial 
banks, with special attention given to the 
question of secondary reserves " Anrerzcutz 
Bankers Association Joarttal, July 1931, p. 51 
80 words. 
"The book is addressed primarily to bankers 
and contains a n~inimnrn of statistical mnte- 
rials." L, 1. Watkins. Arnzrzcan Ecorroa~zc 
Review, December 1930, p. 766. 785 words 
"The volume is an outstantlillg esarnple of 
the type of literature which the commercinl 
and investnlcnt banking fields so much need. 
. . . Tt 1nigl11 be used as a telt par escellc~rct. 
lor students of finance " Frank Parker, 11Ian- 
agcnielrl Xevtew, Nove~nber 1930, p. 392. 200 
xrords. 
Bloomfield, Daniel, ed. Trends in Retail Distribu- 
tion. Wilson, 1930. $2.40. 
"The oplnions and ol~scrv~~tior~s f rrlany 
men, well-known in marketing and retailing, 
. . 
p. 215. 38 words. upon this importarlt topic and upon nrm~erous 
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other vital phases of retail distribution are to 
be found in this book." Adverllsing Federalion 
of Anlerzca. 1931 Ser~es, No. 4, p. 14.270 words. 
"Perhaps the chief value of the book will be 
found in its usefulness for reference work, as 
the index and bibliography which accompany 
the book have been prepared in an accurate 
and comprehensive manner." Chain Sfore 
R m b ,  September 1930, p 57. 360 words. 
"The readings are arranged around ten 
topics: the status of retail distribution; trends 
in retail distribution; installment selling; group 
buying; chain stores and independent stores; 
house-to-house selling, the mail-order business, 
automatic selling, and the problem of man 
power; the maintenance of resale prices; mer- 
gers and consolidations, the growing Impor- 
tance of fashion; and some aspects of customer 
demand." Jozirnal of Retailing, July 1930, p. 
61.200 words 
"This is a collection of selected articles on 
retail distribution including a brief on chain 
stores " 4Iurmgenlenl Review, March 1931, p. 93. 
75 words. 
Chapman, Clowry. Trade Marks. Harper, 1930. 
$4.00. 
"The author has incorporated much practi- 
cal advi~e In his book for the general adver- 
tiser." Darbell Reference Index. 140 words 
"The author stresses the importance of in- 
suring the safcty of trade-marks, not only by 
proper selection, but by collecting protective 
evidence." Adverlising 6 Sellin!, April 16, 
1930, p. 66. 70 words 
"Legal doctrines are clearly and fully ex- 
pounded and a t  the same time the marketing 
aspects of the subject are very ably dcvelopcd." 
J. L. Palmer. Anzerzcan Econont~c Revtew, 
June 1930, p. 302. 130 words. 
"The book explains in detall why trade- 
marks shoold be used a t  all, how to get a tradc- 
mark registered in this country, why manu- 
facturers should reglstcr their trade-marks 
abroad, and what constitutes a good trade- 
mark from an advert~s~ng pomt of view." 
Adverlising Federalzon of America. 1931 Series, 
No. 4, p. 13. 240 words. . 
"An interesting chapter of this book ex- 
plains the origm of some famous trade-marks." 
Rook Service Department, The Dartnell Cor- 
poration, p 12 145 words. 
Clark, Evans. Pinancing the Consumer. Harper, 
1930. $3.50. 
"The author has assembled in a clear and 
mteresting manner an unusual amount of 
inform2tion about mass finance, instalment 
credit and the small loan industry." American 
Bankers Assoczafion Journal, December 1930, 
p. 559. 140 words. 
" Whire there is a good deal of scattered ma- 
terial covering this field, Clark's study is the 
only available picture of a comprehensive sort." 
C. 0. Fisher. Amerzcan Economic Revmu, June 
1931, p. 349. 1,000 words. 
"He takes up in detailpawnbrokers, personal 
finance corporations, credit unions, loan so- 
cieties and subjects them to  a rigorous and 
critical analysis." John Carter. Forbes, Decern- 
ber 15, 1930, p. 59. 215 words. 
"Owing to the difficulties inherent in any 
inquiry of this sort, many of thc quantitative 
data are admittedly estimates, based upon in- 
telhgent guesswork." D. V. Brown. Journal of 
llre American Statistical Association, June 1931, 
p. 238. 450 words. 
"The book tells of their growth and influ- 
ence, their methods of operation, and their 
charges to borrowers, and suggests a public 
policy in relation to them." System, February 
1931, p. 134. 60 words. 
Converse, P. D. Elements of Marketing. Pren- 
tice-Hall, 1930. $5.00. 
"The book first appeared in 1921, under the 
title Marketing Methods and Policies. Since 
then, the author (recently elected president of 
the National Association of Teachers of Mar- 
ketingand Advertising) hascolIected many more 
practical facts about marketing, which he has 
incorporated into his new editiorr." Advertising 
Federalion of America. 1931 Series, No. 4, 
p. 7. 200 words. 
"In spite of its great size, the book is thor- 
oughly readable. I t  always keeps the human 
phase of the subject to the front. Yet the schol- 
arship of the work is never ncglectcd." J o w ~ a l  
of Blisiness Educafion, Aprd 1930, p. 49. 
296 words. 
"This book is highly recotnmended for stu- 
dents of buisness who wish to comprehend the 
place of retailing in the scheme of m~rketing." 
Jolrrnnl of Relading, July 1930, p. 62.500words. 
Copeland, M. T .  Cases on Industrial Marketing. 
(Harvard Business Reports, Vol. 9.) McGraw- 
Hill, 1930. $5.00. 
"Volume 9 of Harvard Business Reports now 
appears, containing cases on industria1 market- 
ing, supplements the cases given in Volume 6 
of this series." Advertising & Selling, January 
21, 1931, p. 81 45 words. 
"The book is well indexed." Aduerlzsing 
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. Federation of America. 1931 Series, So .  4, p. 5. 
180 words. 
"The Harvard Business Reports have come 
to  be looked upon as an important source of 
reference for the business executive." Class b 
induslrial bfarkeling, February 1931, p. 116. 
485 words. 
"It analyzes 46 problems of industrial sell- 
ing, and perplexed manufacturers and distribu- 
tors of machine tools, paints, ships or sealing 
wax may very well hnd among this range of 
well-sclected cases some which contain sug- 
gcstions for salving their own problems." I-I. P. 
Dutton. Faclory & Industrial Munagen~enl, 
February 1931, p. 25.5. 110 words. 
"The introduct~on discusses the industrial 
market and the particular problems tha t  it 
offers for solution " Flu1 011, May 1931, p. 82 
170 words. 
Duy, J. P. Introduction to the Money and Bank- 
ing System of the U. S. Macmillan, 1930. 
$1.50. 
"This is a trier analysis of the money and 
banking system of the United States originally 
intended fox the informatron of British and 
Canadian students." Anrericutr Bankcrs Asso- 
cwlion Jorrnal, April 1900, p. 1014. 80 words. 
"His ai.n has rather been to fil l  a gap which 
yet exlsts - to give an outline of the general 
money and banking system, and to show how 
this was controlle([ during recent years " 
The Banker, November 1930, p. 166.445 words. 
"In slightly more than one hundred easily 
read pages, Profesxlr Day surveys a very diffi- 
cult field with a considerable degree of suc- 
cess." L. L,. Ecker. IIarvard Busrtless Review, 
July 1931, p. 505. 1,350 words 
Dublin, t. I. and h t k a ,  A. I. Money Value of a 
Man. Ronald, 1930. 55.00. 
"This work is the outgrowth of an interest in 
the question of how much insurance a family 
man should carry in order to provide suitably 
for his family in case of death or permanent 
disability " F. 13. Hankins Anteracan Eco- 
nomic R R ~ W ,  September 1930, p. 551. 231 
words. 
"There is no denying the propagandistic 
nature of the book in question but there should 
be no odlum attached to the classification In 
this case." R. \Ir. Stone. Jortrnol of Busitress 
of !he Universzly of Chicago, January 1931, 11. 
97. '150 words. 
"Their book will help judges, juries, and 
compensation boards in making f a r  adjudica- 
tions in case of accidents." R. R. Kuczynski 
Jorcrtral of the Amcriran Slatislical .4ssocialiolr, 
March 1931, p. 104. 550 words. 
"More than eighty tables are given from 
which the  monetary value of a man in diverse 
circumstances can be ohtained, from his earn- 
ings, age, etc." dfanagcnient RPL&~L~, November 
1930, p. 389. 119 words. 
Davison, R. C. What's Wrong with Unemploy- 
ment Insurance. Longmans, Green, 1930. 
51.00. 
"The author esplains why the contributary 
szheme of unemployment insurancc in Great 
Britain should be saved and examines the pos- 
sible alternative courses." 1-eona Kohn. In- 
duslrial Arts Itidev, September 1930, p. 111. 
25 words 
" I t  also suggests refornis in the unemploy- 
ment insurance scl~etnc, rcstormg the ratlo and 
protectmg the ins~~rance fund." dfauagrnr~rrl 
R P I * ~ ~ ,  January 1931, p. 31. 65 words. 
"The pamphlet contains extensive arguments 
on the financial and adnunisLrative features of 
tlie proposed plan." Persotrrlcl Jorrrrml, June 
1931, p 69. 120 words. 
Emmei, Boris. Department Stores. Stanford 
Univ. Press, 1930. $4.00. 
" T h ~ s  volume is one ol tlie most meaty, yet 
readable and interesting, discussions of the 
department store which has ever come to the 
reviewer's attention." L. S. Lyon, rittrerrm~~ 
Econonlic Revrm~, June 1931, p. 324. 600 words. 
"The prlnc~pal ~,alue of thc book is its con- 
vincing support of the thesis that 'new points 
of vieu are imperative and radical thinking on 
matters of p o i i ~  arid methods of organization 
is necessar~.."' R. b. Isoaugli .  Jnrrrttol of 
Brtsiaess of the L1trivrrsily of Cbirago, .ipril 
1931, p. 213. 723 words. 
"His criticisms of department stores arc so 
convincing that evcn the e\erutlves ngaimt 
whom the criticisms are directed aclniit the 
truth of many of his statements." Jo1rr1101 of 
Relmlang, April 1931, p. 25. 175 words. 
" I t  is primarily a study, from a general busi- 
ness point of wew, of the causes underlying the 
present unsatisfactory condition of department 
stores." D. J. Duncan. dfarra~enrml Rmim, 
September 1931, p. 285. 700 words. 
"The co~ripilation of statistical lnformatioc 
u d l  illustrated by tables and charts makes this 
b k  valuable " Persotltrel Jorirtrol, October 
1931, p. 215. 325 words. 
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Law, William. Successful Speculation in Common edge of fundamental values." S y s t m ,  April 
Stocks. McGraw-Hill, 1930. $3.50. 1931, p. 302. 70 words. 
"One gains the impression through reading 
the book, that the 'ruthor 1s a thorough student 
of business and finance and that lie writes 
fortified by much experience." Arthur W. Han- 
son. rlcco~tnling Rmiezu, June 1931, p. 153 
310 words. 
"I t  dill'ers from the average run of the press 
books on Wall Street in that ~t furnishes a more 
complete trading background " Amcrica?r 
Bonkers Associutzoa Jozrrml, August 1931, 
p. 121. 90 words. 
"For the small operator who wishes to be 
informed of the technique of stock specula- 
tion . . . this book will be generally useful " 
Ma?ragement Reuiew, July 1931, p. 222. 210 
words. 
"The author analyzes the technique of stock 
speculation, points out its essential risks but 
shows how these may be minimzed by a mas- 
tery of the intricacies of trading and a knowl- 
Hall, S. R. Advertising Handbook. McGraw-Hill, 
1930. $5.00. 
"The new edition devotes space to rotog av- 
ure advertising, radio broadcast~ng, and other 
new clevelop~nents that have taken place 111 
advertising." Darlnell Reference 1113ex. 130 
words. 
" I t  includes a practical statement of the law5 
on advertising, and a brief account of so~tle 
important factors affecting foreign language 
advcrtismg." Adsertrsing Federation of Anter ica. 
1931 Series, No. 4, p 2. 140 words. 
"The f i~ s t  edition of this book was publishecl 
in 1921 and consequently the rapid changes 
over the last eight years have brought about a 
need not only for a revision of the original text 
but for a number of important .rddit~ons." 
Book Service Depaktment, The Dartnell Cor- 
porutzon, p. 3. 145 words. 
CLASSIFICATION and INDEXING 
Louise Keller and Emilie Mueser, Department Editors 
ADVISORY COUNCIL 
Florence Bradley, Constance Beal, Harriet D. MacPherson, Isabel Rhodes, Kathrins Malkrud 
\I'e reproduce a letter from Miss Dorkas Fel- 
lows, D. C. Editor, in which is brought to our 
attention the constant work of expanding the 
D. C : 
I hav naturally been much interestec! in yur 
articles on clasificat~on in 2 k c a t  numbers of 
SPECIAL LIBRARIES. It seems to me, however, 
it would hav been to advantage of those who that 
askt yur advice if they had been told the decision 
alredy made regarding rural and urban sociology 
by D C offis, the only source from which an 
authoritativ statement can come. 
Some nionths ago the problem was brought to 
our attenti011 and, realizing dewability of a 
place where material covering both features could 
be clast and also wherc the 2 treated separately 
could be placed in juxtapositiun, we carefully 
studied the various possibil~ties and decided that 
the subject could best be fitted in on 323.3, per- 
haps mod~fying slightly the present caption. 
Under this number we assigned 323.35 t o  Com- 
munities, with further subdivisions including 
323.352 C ~ t y  life and 323.354 Rural life. This 
expansion is t o  be incorporated in our next edition 
and has alredy been given out to those who hav 
consulted us. 
Yur correspondent, wishing to hav urban and 
rural sociology together in clas 300, says she has 
"been unable to discover any previously worked 
out scheme for such an arrangement." Why did 
she not inquire of D C offis, which, maintained 
a t  hevy cost, is constantly engaged in preparing 
expansions? Wc had one redy wh~ch we should 
hav been glad to send her a t  once . . . People 
frequently adopt numbers which we have nor: 
authorized and then complain because in a later 
edition u-e assign $1 nu~iibcr which does not rgree 
with theirs. Yet if we happen to lern that a 
certain new number has been given out without 
our sanction and has been to a considerable 
extent adopted and we, to avoid inconveniencing 
libraries which hav used the number, accept it 
for D C (even tho we may not ourselvs approve 
it) it IS lkely to cause serious complications later. 
We hav, with view to our next edition, just been 
struggling with such a problem, occasiond by 
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such an unauthor~zed assig~~ment many ycars 
ago. I t  is now difficult t o  provide even nn awk- 
ward solut~on and in~possible to provide a satls- 
factory one, and 1 am convinst that  it would hav 
simplified matters very much if we had rejected 
absolutely the original assignment instcd of try- 
irlg to adapt D C to  the results of unauthorized 
advice. 
D C is by no means 'obsolete' (as has been 
represented in a recent il-advized statement) nor 
is it even quiescent, but is contmually In proccss 
of substantial development, and because a topic 
does not appear in ed 12 is no sign that  defiriit 
provision has not been made for it since ed 12 
was publisht, and even when an edition is just off 
thc pres it would be a very great mistake to  
assume that ~t represented all our work up to 
dale, since we always hav in hand expansions on 
which much work has bcen done bu t  which, 
nevertheless, we hav not a t  that date been able 
to  put into satisfactory shape for publication. 
In selecting (with aid of outside advise) 323.3 
as the number t o  which urban and rural sociology 
should be assigned we fully recognized the  objec- 
tion noted in yur May-June number that 323 
brings the subject into what is primar~ly t h e  
political science g~oup ,  while the subject in 
question deals also with e rono~~~ics ,  but  anyone 
who has n ~ a d c  a careful study of clasification 
slstcms and of w r ~ ~ i n g s  on various subjects must 
realize that  ti1 authors can be forced t o  lay out 
their wr~tlngs on the lines of some one clasifica- 
tion and follow i t  closely no clasificat~on can be 
devized in which the subjects as treated in books 
wil not overlap. I t  was 323.3 where wc felt that  
the most closely allied material was to be found, 
and this seems to  us ~nfinitely better than either 
of the other numbers suggested, of which 308 1s 
the D C number for collections of writings on 
soc~ology, wh11e 338.02 means in D C a com- 
pendium or handbook on production. Tho  Eco- 
nomic organization and cond~tion is given In 
caption of 338 (having, in ed 12, been adopted 
from C D (Classification Dtcinlale Universelle), 
with which wc wet trying to the utmost to  come 
into harmony) wc had no thought of its being 
taken as  covering economic organ~zation and 
conditions in general but only in t h e  field of 
production and those special ideas suggested by 
subdivisions of 338 
As to C D's usc oi 308 lor such questions a s  
that  in hand, C D has the number available for 
that  use bccause it distinguishes our form divl- 
s~ons  by mclosing them in (), e g our 308 Collec- 
tions on sociology would be markt in C D a s  
3(08) ant1 ~i clasifiers wish to use 308 with C D 
meaning they should also use C D form for Col- 
lections and not mix on 308 the material covered 
by differing assigi~n~ents of D C and C D. ~t Is our 
constant praciis when called on for a subject not 
obvius in D C to see what provision, ~f any, c D 
has made, and often we accept C D's assignment, 
when in form of a simple expansion, chicfly for 
sakc of uniformty with C D, and in a leu, cases 
a c  hav been able to combine with our forin 
div~sions 01-09 \vhd C D has placed on those 
same combinations of figures, but it is only thru 
careful study and considerat~on that the variant 
practises of D C and C D can be united. For a 
D C user to adopt 308 ds a catchall for miscel- 
laneous isolated topics aould result in a hodge- 
podge under that number, mixing these works in 
with such works as thc collected writings of 
Jefferson, Clay, McKinley, etc 
In replying Lo inquiry regarding Social wcllare 
w o ~ k  with special reference to Family welfare 
work yu evidently overlookt the provision indi- 
cated in note undcr 361.2, taken over from C D 
in ed 12 of D C. . . . 
A further consideration is that changcs ar often 
merely the outcome oi personal opinion and 
perhaps an opinion held only temporarily. I 
know of the librarians of 2 large and important 
D C librar~es who l ~ a v  cxprest regret for changes 
made by their own direction, wlule I have re- 
peatedly resievd letters from librarians and 
clasifiers who said that changes had been made by 
their predecessors but they wer chang~ng back to  
true D C ar~tl that hencefotth they should adhere 
strictly to D C tables as printed. 
Yet changes made independently by a library 
-being devized to  meet local needs - ar much 
more likely to serv a useful purpose in that library 
than they ar  to serv similarly in another library 
where conditions ar different (and no 2 libraries 
work under exactly identical conditions). Such 
changes in 2d l ib~ary at  apt to  result chiefly in 
throwing the library out 01 ahenlent with D C 
and with general practis. 
In yur April article yu made a short nlcntion 
of Psychology. Yu may be interested to know 
that  we hav prepared an extensiv expansion of 
our old tables lor 130 and 150, for benefit of li- 
braries (probably the great majority) ~ h ~ h  l ~ d  
feel that they can not afford to reclasliy and 
therefole prefer fuller provision on the basis of 
work pre\.iously done, and that wc also ha\- In 
hand an alte~nativ schcme based on current lines 
of thought, which wil be publisht as soon as it 
can be worked out for new I~bmrics and for such 
of the older libraries as shal regard ~t as practica- 
ble and advizahle LO undertake the exlensiv work 
of reclasification . . . 
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I t  1s very gratifling t o  know tha t  classification I t  is not the function of this Department to 
expansions may be borrowed from the D C make classifications bu t  t o  help the person in need 
Cjfiice. One cannot help but wish that  these ex- find a solutron t a  her ctassification problem; if 
pansions would all appear in the  next issue of the necessary, a temporary solution. If you are hun- 
D C. iyith certain sections not a t  all  developed i t  gry you u-ant t o  eat  now, not a year  from now, 
is inevitable that  librar~es must make their own but if you cannot have a dinner, a sar~dwich will 
classification or borrow those made by others. do. 
PERSONAL NOTES 
Miss C. Edythe Cowie, President, Cincinnati Chapter, S. L. A,,  is no longer con- 
nected with the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce. She can be addressed a t  855 
Ridgeway Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio. 
* * *  
h4r. Edwin E. U'itte, Chief of the Legislative Reference Department, Wisconsin 
Free Library Commission, and lecturer a t  the University of \Visconsin, a t  Madison, 
returned September 30th from an investigation tour of the British Isles, which he 
made in company with other college professors as a guest of the  Carnegie Endowment 
for International Peace. 
* * * 
Miss Helen Meynard, formerly of the State Library, Sacramento, is now an 
assistant in the library of the Bank of America, San Francisco. 
The Carrier Engineering Corporation of Newark, N. J., which manufactures, sells, 
and installs air conditioning, refrigerating, and ventilating systems, has decided to 
install a library at  their plant and has chosen Miss Harriet Elias, who has been on the 
staff of Batten, Barton, Durstine & Osborn, Inc., for several years, to organize the 
collection. 
* * * 
Miss Mary E. Mitchell, formerly Librarian of the American Management Associa- 
tion, has been appointed Librarian at  the H. W. \Vilson Company. 
* * *  
The ivIilwaukee Gas Light Company has chosen Miss Betty Wood as Librarian. 
Mrs. Hugh M. Foster, until recently Assistant Librarian of the National Industrial 
Conference Board, has accepted an appointment as cataloger of the Missionary 
Research Library in New York. 
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EVENTS and PUBLICATIONS 
K. Dorothy Ferguson, Department Editor 
Publicity for our .\ssociat~on through media 
devoted to quite other than the library world has 
resulted from reviews of \-ohme I of hI. E Pel- 
lett's "\Vater Transportation: -4 Bibliography, 
Guide, and Union Catalogue" (Sew York: The 
H \V. \Glson Co., 1931). This volume, on "Ilar- 
b r s ,  Ports, and Port Terminals," has attracted 
the attention of the editors of such journals as the 
Engineerrng News-R~cord, the Port of New Yolk, 
Con~mcrce Bulleli71, World POTIS, etc. One of them 
devoted three pages to a revieu of the work and 
even mentioned the Special Libraries h w i a t i o n  
in an editorial. Assistance of this sort is wetcorned 
and should be an incentive to our members to lend 
still further effort to the cause of the special 
library. 
* * *  
The Special Libraries Association is incor- 
porated under the laws of the State of Rhcde 
Island. By a recent action of the Executive 
Board, Mr. H. 0, Brigham, 11 Sisbet Street, 
Providence, has been appointed a s  Corporation 
Clerk t o  represent the Asmiation in its Cor- 
porate capacity. 
* * *  
The Tax Dtgerl, October 1931, carries an article 
by Beulah Bailey, Librarian of the Sew York 
State Department of Taxation and Finance, on 
"Tax Legislation in 1931." 
I * *  
Halsey, Stuart and Co., 35 \\HI1 Street, New 
York, S. S., are the publishers of a useful 
pamphlet - "A Rbsum6 of Recent State Legisla- 
tion Affecting Public Utilities " 
Financial librarians may not have seen the 
Bullctin being issued by Rutgers University, 
New Brunswick (N. J ) Bureau of Economic and 
Business Research. Bulletin So. 1, "The Interna- 
tional Bank," by I- lam D. Gideonse is available 
to them. 
* * *  
The September issue of the Bullelin published 
by the Business Infornlation Bureau of the 
Cleveland Public Library lists recent references 
nn-"Employment Stabilization." 
I * .  
The well-known Surrry o j  Curret~l Busimss, 
issued by the Bureau ol Foreign and Dornestic 
Commerce, has announced a new editorial policy. 
Hereafter, in addition to the regular monthly 
number, there a111 be an A~tnrraL Supplenlen~ con- 
taining monthly data for several years past and 
cwering the same 2,000 items contained in the 
monthly. A four-page Weekly Svpplenrenl uill 
he mailed each Thursday. 
The first School of Librarianship to be estab- 
lished in the region between St Louis and the 
Pacific Coast has just opened a t  the University of 
Denver with Slalcolrn C;. \V)er as Dean and Har- 
riet E. Iioweas Director Graduates of the School, 
which is a recognized school of the Unmersity, 
will receive the A.B. or B.S. degree, nccording t o  
their selection of courm during the first three 
years of college, while those who present a Bache- 
lor's degree from an approved inst~tution will 
receive the degm of I) S. in Library Science on 
completion of a satisfactory year's work. In i ts 
first year's enrollment of 33, there are 16 ml- 
legiate institutions and 7 states represented; all 
but seven are college graduates and three hare 
the Master's degree. 
Do It In Cltnlon, issued by the Clinton (Iowa, 
Chamber of Commerce, prints in its September 
issue a description of the Business Reference 
Branch or the Carnegie Libran, h'ashxille. 
Tenn , nhich has recently been installed in the 
Chamkr of Commerce, on a cobperativc basls. 
at th the Chamber providing space, light, heat. 
and telephone xmice, while the Carnegie Libran- 
provides equipment, books, and the L~brarian. 
ltiss Staley. This is a splendid evample of ciric 
An address by Frederick 11. Feiker. Director. 
Bureau of Foreign and Donlest~c Commerce. a t  
the .\mud Sleeting. of the .herican Trade 
.Association Executives, .kheville, S. C., clis- 
cusses "Trade Associat~ons and Busmess Srabi- 
lization " This 1s particularl) mteresting in view 
of the recent cliscussion on trade associations in 
the Comme~cial-Technical croup rneetlngs at the 
Cleveland Convention. 
A series of booklets on the Southeast has heen 
published by the Industrial Commiss~on 11i 
ll'mston-Salem, Inc., lirinston-Salem. 
LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS 
F P T N B L I C  and O ~ t o b e r  see the rwc\ \a l  uf s actlvlt~es by tlie Locals, although S.lrl 
1:rancisco carr~ed on ~lorlng the en t~ re  sumlnct. 
llolding meetings In Junc, July, and .August 1s 
we go to press, reports ha\ e l~eeri r e w n  ed (I om 
Iloston, ahlch has had t a o  mcctmgs, Detrrut, 
\ew York arid Ph~latlelph~.~, ~ ~ t h  one each 
The first Boston mceting, held a t  the  So~iier- 
\4 le  I'ubI~c Libr,lr) nhere Sam \\ altci boss hwl 
~ c n ~ t l  as  Librarian for o\cr  ten )c.lrs, n.15 crl- 
livened hy rrmluscenres of Dr I:IJSS b\. his 
friend, Dr  I larry L I i ~ ~ o p r i ~ a r ~  At t h ~ b  IileetlrlR, .r 
resolution \\as passed exprcsslng appreciation r ~ l  
the services of I lcrbert ( 1 Rrigliam a s  E t l~ to r  oi  
SPKCIAL I.I~IKABILS hlenihership, l'ubl~cit! , 
Hospitality, Education, Registmt~on, and l l e lh -  
ods Committees were appointed On Octobcr 26, 
tlie Chapter hem1 an  atldress on " C ~ t y  U ~ c c t u -  
rles - - Their Ilsc in Business Today" by C h d c s  
\V Hawkus, hl.inager of Sa~npsnn LY: AIurdock 
Co., ahere the meeting was held, and I k  .4lfre1l 
C Lane, Professor of ( d o g > ,  Tufts ('ollegc, 
spoke on " hlap-makmg." 
Detroit Chapter a a s  host on Uctobcr 10 to tlic 
Execu t~ \ r  Roartl .11111 .-hI\~snr) ( ' I J I I I~ I  11, \\I111 11 
held its first rncetlng in Detroit on that  d a ~ ,  
follo\ving Lhe tontention of the 1 I 1 r  l i ~ ~ a n  1-1hr.lrl 
Association in Battle Creek, October 7-9. l l ~ s s  
Clnllin, hIr Conforti, l l r s  Dorn, llrss Cullen, 
Xliss Rankin, hIr Slieridnn and I l k s  Engl;md 
w r e  the honored guests The speaker a a s  hlr 
Ilarry Snow, Assistant Controller of tlie I)etro~t 
Ed~son Company, \tho took for his s u b ~ w t  
" \\ lien Business Sleeps." 
O n  October 27, the Kc\\ York ( 'hqltcr \ \ , I+  
prl\~lejyrl to hear t ) r  D a \ d  F r i d a )  spe.~h O I I  
" Intcrnat~onal I h s t r ~ b o t ~ o r ~  f E c o n o n l ~ ~  1'1nrer" 
.it tlie first meeting of the season, hcl t l  In the ne\r 
quarters of the Stantl.irtl Statistics I~brat! I ) r  
I ~ r ~ d a !  'b \I I& experience a s  valuat ion e u p c ~  I ,  
qtatist~cal ad\ ise t ,  and e c c ~ n o ~ i ~ i ~ t  li atlc 111% 
.~~l~lre.s a real cur~tr~l)ution to the solution ol t h r  
c~onomic problems \\hich are in r l ~ r  fo1ef11111t 11 
~ I I I I  tllouglits 111 these (lays 
I'hilntlelplii,t \ \a5 enterta~nerl a n d  c n l ~ ~ h t t ~ ~ i c ~ l  
I ) \  the c\perlelll cs .IS d patent a t t o r n e )  of \Ir. 
James C'. \\ o h c ~ ~ s m ~ t h ,  \vl~o spoke to thc Cou111 11 
or1 Octoher 2. 111 111s .iddress, " P,~tent  Your 
Itlc'ls, They l l a y  Brmg You I.ntolcl \Vealtl~," 
; \ [ I .  \Vohensm~th mcludcd descriptions of sonic 
of the unusual patents that  ha\e  h c c n  granted hy 
the I:n~tecl States Patent Office 
The July mccting a t  Sali F r a ~ i c ~ s t w  brooght t o  
the ~ n e m h c ~ s r c p o r t ~  111 the Clc\el.intl ('on\cntior~ 
1)) hlarg.~rct I latch, 1C L)orotI~y P c r g u s o ~ ~  ; m l  
'I'lio~rias Co\vles. I 'IIIOI~ List, En ip loy~ l i en t ,  Pub-  
l i ~  II!, Proh~rl~l l  a d  IIospital~ty, an t1  IL1c111t)cr- 
s h p  Comm~ttees  were appointctl. Ur, l i .  I( 
Erlund of the  Shell Development Staft atltlrcssctl 
the .iugust mee t~ng  nn " ReseCirch I-nlxrrc~tr~rics 
.111rl Our Daily Life," and the  mcnibcrs  \\ere f i ~ v c ~ r ~  
an opportunity to \ I S I ~  tlic laborator) . Ai i1111tn .I -  
111111 \\.is trietl in Scptembcrin,that no spcal:e~ \\.:IS 
61 hcdulcd but ~nstearl, a rou~itl-the-tal)lc tliscrrb- 
\1o11 \ \as  p.irticipatcd in by tlic 1 7  ~ ~ i c ~ l ~ l ~ e l s  
pcscnt  Octobcr 15 brought an illustrated tdlk b) 
\Ir I%rl Sotr~,  publicist of the Calilol-ma I ) I \ . I ~ I ( J I I  
of I'ish and ( ~ a n i e ,  \\here the nieet ing a a s  hclcl. 
New Members 
inna \' Cullen, Standard Statistics Cornp.iny 
Library, 345 Hudson Street, Xew \'ark, \ \' 
h n e  Powers, Standard Statistics Company 
Llbrary, 345 Hudson Street, S e w  York, N 1' 
\Irs. E. T Sage, School of \lell~cine, LTni~crsity 
of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
New Subscriptions 
Tyrrll Public I.ibrary, Beaumont, Texas 
W A N T E D - M O R E  SUBSCRlPTlONSl 
ERE \ o u  st'lrtlcd a t  the subsc r ip t~on  I ~ I : I ~ I  w' in our - September ~ i u ~ ~ ~ b e r ?  IVc uclc \\ c 
hall I ~ O L  realwtl that  nut a single m a n  or \rwnan 
In Sevada,  S e w  hlex~co, the  D a k c ~ t a s .  A~i~onc i .  
\\ rst \ Irglnla, or in .lrltansas had access to ~ I I P  
I I I ~ I J ~ I I I ~ ~ I ~ ~  \re so carefully gather. T h i n k  of tht. 
sltuatlon in Pennsylvania, t e c m i n ~  \r'~tli I I I I I I ~ ,  
l.ictorics, and small tow11 I~br.ir~es recciving onl) 
bevent) cuples of S P L C I ~ L  LIIIR.\KII~S f ~ r  111111- 
n~~l l ion people! If you, reader, k n o w  of a slnglc 
publw I~l)r.rry I I I  these or other unforturi.t~r 
3 t a~cs  arhich does IIOL subscrhe t o  S I ~ I  L  \ I  
I . l ~ j ~ c \ a r ~ ~  mitl \\liich sliould, will loll  ~ l l l ' , l ~ l ~  
s e ~ ~ d  in its name toclay' 
. ~ N L S  1'. 1 ' .  (nlt1,l I< 
Pages 429-430 de l e t ed ,  a d v e r t i s i n g .  
